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Abstract 
 

MdfA is an Escherichia coli multidrug efflux pump that has a broad-substrate profile that 

encompasses cationic, neutral and zwitterionic antimicrobials. MdfA is proposed to operate by an 

alternating access mechanism, a major substrate translocation mechanism thought to occur 

throughout a diverse range of transport proteins. However, direct visual evidence for this transport 

mechanism has not been obtained for any protein. The aim of this research is to explore MdfA as a 

model for conducting single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (sm-FRET) experiments to 

allow for direct visualisation of the alternating access mechanism, by direct observation of fluorescent 

substrate transport in parallel with protein domain movement. A prerequisite for this work is to 

identify a highly fluorescent substrate. This thesis aimed to determine whether MdfA and a Cys-

variant of MdfA designed for FRET studies can recognise and transport the highly fluorescent 

monovalent cation rhodamine 6G (R6G) using fluorescence binding and transport assays. The results 

demonstrate that R6G is a substrate of MdfA, and that the Cys-variant of MdfA retains sufficient 

activity as a model for future sm-FRET studies. Moreover, this thesis reports on the first direct 

visualisation of fluorescence transport mediated by a multidrug efflux pump at the single-cell level 

in real-time. 

 

 

 

 

.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Transporters 

Transporters are essential to all domains of life and play a fundamental role as the essential 

gatekeepers of the cell.  Integral membrane transporters provide a direct pathway across the 

membrane to mediate the exchange of a diverse range of biologically active ions, molecules and 

macromolecules, across a largely impermeable lipid bilayer for cell survival (1). Hence, transport 

proteins are fundamental to a range of essential cellular processes including nutrient import, toxin 

export, energy-conservation, cellular homeostasis and chemical defence mechanisms (2).  

Transporters represent one of the largest and most diverse classes of proteins and are currently 

classified into four major transporter classes based on their mode of transport, energy-coupling 

mechanism, substrate specificity and molecular phylogeny, including channels, group translocators, 

primary active transporters and secondary active transporters (3).  

 

Membrane channels function to facilitate the passage of a restricted number of ions (ion channels), 

water molecules (aquaporins) and small solutes down a concentration or electrochemical gradient, 

and represent the only membrane transporters that are energy-independent (1). These transporters 

function to translocate substances close to the diffusion limit, requiring minimal conformational 

changes to facilitate rapid substrate turnover within the cell (2). Channels represent 2-8% of total 

transporters in prokaryotes and up to ~43% in eukaryotes (3).  

 

Group translocators are the only transporter class to modify substrate during import and couple 

phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) as a source of energy and phosphate to selectively phosphorylate sugars 

during import (4). These proteins only represent a small percentage ~1-11% of transporters in bacteria 

(3).   

 

Primary active transporters drive the transport of a diverse range of substrates against a 

thermodynamically unfavourable electrochemical gradient by coupling substrate translocation with a 

primary energy source, commonly ATP-hydrolysis (4,5). Primary transporters are most prevalent in 

prokaryotes, representing 30-52% of transporters (3).  

 

Secondary active transporters harness free energy stored in electrochemical gradients, most 

commonly coupling the proton-motive force or sodium-motive force to translocate an extensive range 

of molecular species against a concentration or electrochemical gradient (2). This class forms the one 

of the most abundant classes of transporter, constituting 50% of all membrane transport systems in 
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eukarya and archaea and up to 58% in bacteria (3). Together, with primary transporters, they typically 

represent up to 90% of transporters encoded within prokaryotic or eukaryotic genomes (3).  

 

1.2. The alternating access mechanism of active transport 

The alternating access mechanism is proposed to be the mechanism of action of most primary ABC 

transporters and secondary active transporters (2,5). In this mechanism of transport, the accessibility 

of the substrate-binding site is asynchronous (6). Substrate transport described under the alternating 

access mechanism must undergo two distinct conformational changes – inward-facing and outward-

facing, whereby the transition from one state to the other occurs via an occluded state (Figure 1) (6).  

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the alternating access model of transport. In the alternating 
access mechanism of transport, a transporter will translocate substrate in two major states – an 
outward-facing and inward-facing state. The transition between inward-facing and outward-facing 
states must occur through an intermediate occluded state.  
 

To assign the alternating access model, a transporter must fit three distinct criteria – 1) a transporter 

must contain a cavity in the interior of the transporter to fit a small molecule; 2) a transporter must 

assume two distinct configurations so that the binding site is not exposed at either end of the 

membrane at the same time; 3) the affinity of the substrate to the binding site must change between 

the two configurations of the transporter to facilitate substrate uptake and release (6). The alternating 

access mechanism only represents a generalised model of active transport of which a myriad of 

distinct active transport processes can be described under (2,7). Hence, a precise understanding of 
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how transporters may perform the alternating access mechanism is essential to understanding the role 

of an active transport protein in fundamental cellular biology and in disease. 

 

1.3. Molecular mechanisms of antibiotic resistance  

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) represents one of the greatest threats to global health (8). The rise 

and spread of bacterial AMR and multidrug resistance can be largely attributed to four independent 

molecular mechanisms that are selected for under antibiotic challenge (9,10).  

 

1.3.1. Inactivation of antibiotics 

The first method is direct inactivation of an antibiotic by degradation or modification of the functional 

group of the antibiotic. The expression of hydrolytic enzymes in the periplasmic space of Gram-

negative bacteria (β-lactamases, extended-spectrum β-lactamases or carbapenemases) mediates 

direct breakdown of the β-lactam class of antibiotics before they can reach their target (9,11–13).  

Bacteria may also inactivate an antibiotic by direct modification of the antibiotic to prevent binding 

of an antibiotic to a bacterial target by steric hindrance (9). This mechanism is a primary mechanism 

in aminoglycoside resistance, as these antibiotics are readily inactivated by enzymatic 

phosphorylation, acetylation or adenylation that render them inactive against their target by the 

reduction of net charge (10,15).  

 

1.3.2. Target modification or bypass 

Bacteria also promote cell survival under antibiotic challenge by mutational resistance or alteration 

of the antibiotic target to circumvent antibiotic binding. This mechanism is well represented by 

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), which produces a modified form of the 

periplasmic binding protein (PBP) known as PBP-2A in the presence of methicillin and β-lactams 

(9,16). Alternatively, modification of the rRNA subunit in bacteria is a common target for 

modification. Methylation of the 23S rRNA in Staphylococcus aureus confers resistance by inducing 

a conformational change to the binding site of a broad range of ribosome-binding antibiotics (9,17). 

Bacteria may also develop resistance by target bypass. This mechanism of resistance is well-

represented in trimethoprim (TMP) resistance. TMP directly inhibits the enzyme dihydrofolate 

reductase (DHFR) that converts dihydrofolate to tetrahydrofolate for the synthesis of amino acids and 

purines essential for cell survival (18). In TMP-resistant S. aureus and Streptococcus pneumoniae, a 

single amino acid modification in the promotor region of the dhfr gene leads to the overproduction 

of DHFR (18). The overproduction of the DHFR enzyme allows for the target to outcompete the 

antibiotic, allowing for the resistant organism to directly bypass the effect of the antibiotic to continue 

the folate biosynthesis pathway and promote survival under antibiotic challenge (18). 
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1.3.3. Decreased permeability 

The first line of physical defence against antibiotics lies in the permeability of the bacterial cell 

surface. Gram-negative bacteria are intrinsically less susceptible to antibiotic challenge due to the 

presence of a rigid outer-membrane, composed of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that demonstrates 

significantly less fluidity than traditional glycerophospholipid found in the most plasma membranes 

(19). Thus, these features of LPS successfully limits the rapid penetration of the outer-membrane by 

lipophilic antibiotics (19). In contrast, the mesh work of the thick peptidoglycan layer of Gram-

positive bacteria is fluid and coarse and therefore it offers minimal protection against free diffusion 

of antibiotic substances (19).  However, hydrophilic antibiotics may still enter Gram-negative bacteria 

by non-specific outer-membrane porins that target small molecules (20). Hence, a common 

mechanism to confer resistance to hydrophilic antibiotics in Gram-negative bacteria is to down-

regulate porin expression and/or exchange outer-membrane porins for smaller, more specific porins 

to reduce permeability of antibiotics into the cell (9). This mechanism has been well-documented for 

nosocomial, opportunistic pathogens such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter baumannii 

(9,21,22).  

 

1.3.4. Active extrusion of antibiotics 

Bacteria may also reduce the accumulation of antibiotics by overexpressing active transporters to 

directly efflux noxious compounds out of the cell (9). Active extrusion of antibiotics by efflux pumps 

represents the most ubiquitous form of antibiotic resistance across Gram-positive and Gram-negative 

bacteria (23). The rapid extrusion of antibiotics and other noxious compounds allows for bacteria to 

reduce the intracellular concentration of an antibiotic to sub-therapeutic concentrations, thereby 

promoting the survival of bacterial populations under antibiotic challenge. 

 

1.4. Multidrug efflux pumps 

Bacterial multidrug resistance can arise from the acquisition of multiple independent mechanisms of 

antibiotic resistance on mobilised genetic elements such as resistance plasmids or by the 

overexpression of multidrug efflux pumps (10). Transport proteins are often defined by their 

selectivity for a singular substrate or substrate class (24). However multidrug efflux pumps are 

unusual in that they demonstrate multi-specificity to transport a diverse range of chemically unrelated 

therapeutics (24). Hence, the over-expression of these intrinsic efflux pumps and mobilisation of 

these transporters on resistance plasmids have been implicated as one of the primary mechanisms of 

bacterial multidrug resistance (10,25). Currently, there are six phylogenetically and mechanistically 

distinct bacterial multidrug efflux classes that have been defined- the resistance-nodulation-division 

(RND) family, the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily, the multidrug and toxic compound 
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extrusion family (MATE), small multidrug resistance (SMR) family, the major facilitator superfamily 

(MFS) and proteobacterial antimicrobial compound extrusion (PACE) family (26,27). A schematic 

illustration of each class is represented in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the six multidrug efflux pump classes. The RND family, ABC 
family, MATE family, SMR family, MFS family and PACE family and their principal energy-
coupling mechanism of active transport. Figure adapted from Blanco et al., 2015 (23). 
 
1.4.1. Resistance-Nodulation-Division (RND) Family 

The RND family of multidrug efflux pumps represent one of the most  important multidrug resistance 

determinants in Gram-negative pathogens due to the capacity to export noxious compounds directly 

across the double-membrane of the cell (28). Some members of this family of transporters are 

constitutively expressed and thus contribute to intrinsic multidrug resistance of Gram-negative 

pathogens. These efflux systems function as tripartite transporters, typically being composed of an 

inner membrane RND protein, a membrane fusion protein (MFP), and an outer-membrane factor 

(OMF) to provide a direct pathway for substrate translocation across the double-membrane of the 

cell. These complexes are proposed to associate in  a 3:6:3 stoichiometry (29) (Figure 3). RND-efflux 

pumps are predicted to operate via a peristaltic pump mechanism (30). In this mechanism, the 

protomers within the inner-membrane protein rotate via three defined conformational states from 

access, binding and extrusion that has been seen in crystal structures of the Escherichia coli RND 

protein AcrB in three distinct conformational positions (31). In a single cycle of substrate transport, 

the deep binding pocket of the porter domain of AcrB is exposed to the periplasmic face for substrate 

binding. Substrate binding in the transmembrane domain triggers an outward-open conformation to 

allow water molecules to come close to the protonatable residues (32). This structural arrangement 

triggers an inward facing conformation of the transmembrane domain to release protons to the 

cytoplasm face whilst simultaneously triggering the outward-open conformation of the porter domain 

for substrate release into the TolC channel for substrate extrusion (32). 
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Figure 3. Cryo-electron microscopy structure of AcrAB-TolC RND complex of E. coli [PDB: 
5NG5](33). Structure of an RND efflux complex comprised of a tripartite RND efflux pump (AcrB), 
hexameric membrane fusion protein (AcrA) and trimeric outer-membrane fusion protein (TolC). 
Figure made in PyMOL.  
  

1.4.2. ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily 

The members of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily represent one of the largest classes of 

transporters across all domains of life (5). Members of the ABC superfamily were shown to be 

composed of two highly-conserved nucleotide binding domains (NBD) and two variable 

transmembrane domains (TMD)(5). The X-ray crystal structure of SAV1866, the first structure of 

bacterial ABC multidrug efflux pump from S. aureus defined critical structural features of bacterial 

ABC efflux pumps (34), whereby ATP-binding was localised at the interface of the two NBD 

domains, whilst the two TMD domains provided a deep substrate-binding cavity to facilitate drug 

transport across the membrane (Figure 4) (34). Structures of ABC exporters in the inward-facing, 

outward-facing and occluded states provide significant structural evidence for a proposed alternating 

access mechanism of transport (34–36). In this mechanism, an ABC exporter is proposed to rest in 

the inward-facing state, whereby the substrate binding cavity is accessible in the cytoplasmic space 

for substrate loading in the absence of nucleotide or with ADP bound (37). ATP binding at the 

interface of the two NBD domains triggers NBD dimerization, followed by a conformational change 

from inward-facing to outward-facing state, via an intermediate occluded state (37). Substrate is 

released upon loss of binding affinity to the substrate binding site. ATP-hydrolysis triggers the 

reversion of the ABC transporter from outward-facing to inward-facing to prepare for another cycle 

of transport (37).  

TolC docking domain

Porter domain

Transmembrane domain

AcrB trimer

AcrA hexamer

TolC trimer
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Figure 4. X-ray structure of the SAV1866 of S. aureus [PDB: 2ONJ](38). Structure demonstrates 
canonical organisation of a ABC transport homodimer composed of two TMD domains, a central 
cavity for substrate translocation, and two NBD domains for ATP-hydrolysis. Figure made in 
PyMOL.  
 
1.4.3. Multidrug and Toxic Extrusion (MATE) Family 

The MATE family of multidrug efflux pumps are primarily cationic and lipophilic compound 

exporters (39). MATE family members can either be proton or sodium gradient energy-dependent 

(40–42). Structurally, the MATE family members are single-component efflux pumps composed of 

a twelve transmembrane α-helical core that consist of two domains (N-terminal and C-terminal) to 

yield a central hydrophobic cavity for substrate transport (43) (Figure 5). Transport is predicted to be 

triggered upon the binding of a cation (H+ or Na+)  to a conserved cation-binding domain in the resting 

outward-facing conformation of the transporter (40,43). Binding triggers a conformational switch 

from outward-facing to inward-facing for cation-exchange with substrate and release of ion into 

cytoplasm to drive inward-facing to outward-facing conformational change for substrate release into 

the periplasm/extracellular space upon loss of binding affinity to the binding cavity (40,43). However, 

the MATE family efflux proteins have only been captured in outward-facing conformation 

(41,43,44). Thus, an inward-facing crystal structure of a MATE transporter is required to provide 

further structural evidence for this putative alternating access mechanism of substrate transport 

facilitated by the MATE family of efflux pumps.  

  

TMD domains

NBD domains
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Figure 5. X-ray structure of NorM of Vibrio cholera [PDB: 3MKU](43). Structure reveals 
outward-facing conformation of a single-component MATE pump. NorM is organised in archetypal 
twelve-transmembrane helices, revealing a large central cavity divided by the N-terminal domain and 
C-terminal domain for substrate translocation.  Figure made in PyMOL. 
 
1.4.4. Small Multidrug Resistance (SMR) Family 

Proteins in the SMR family are proton-motive force driven multidrug efflux pumps and have defined 

substrate profiles for quaternary cationic compounds (QCCs) (45,46). SMR efflux pumps are 

restricted to the prokaryotic phyla and are often localised encoded on mobile genetic elements such 

as plasmids or integrons (46). The SMR family encode for the smallest multidrug family members, 

at ~110 amino acid residues in length (46). The SMR efflux pump is comprised of two protomer units 

composed of four transmembrane α-helices that dimerise in an antiparallel fashion to yield an eight 

transmembrane a-helix core homodimer for 2H+/drug antiport across the lipid bilayer (47–50) 

(Figure 6). Transport is proposed to occur via a single-site alternating access model (49). In a single 

cycle of transport, the binding of two protons is predicted to trigger a conformational switch from 

outward-facing to inward-facing to exchange with cationic substrate via direct competition (49). The 

binding of substrate to the single binding site is predicted to induce conformational change to the 

outward-facing state for substrate release (49) 

 
Figure 6. Cryo-electron microscopy structure of EmrE of E. coli [PDB:2I68](51). Cryo-EM 
structure reveals archetypal antiparallel arrangement of the SMR homodimer composed of eight 
transmembrane α-helices. Figure made in PyMOL. 
 

C-terminal
domain

N-terminal
domain
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1.4.5. The Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) 

The MFS represent the largest family of secondary active transporters and are essentially ubiquitous 

to all domains of life (52). MFS members for which structural information is available each have a 

homologous structure. Members of the MFS efflux pumps function as single-component twelve (or 

fourteen) transmembrane α-helices connected by hydrophilic loops (46,53,54). In MDR MFS 

members, the division between the N-terminal and C-terminal domain of multidrug efflux pumps 

reveals a centralised, hydrophobic core that contains a substrate binding site at the apex of the deepest 

end of the central cavity (55,56) (Figure 7). This cavity has been shown to harbour the critical acidic 

residues required for cationic substrate binding and transport catalysis across the lipid bilayer. The 

MFS fold consists of two pseudo-symmetrical six-helical bundle domains, composed of a two-fold 

inverted repeat of three helices each (54). This arrangement yields two rigid bodies to undergo the 

rocker-switch alternating access mechanism (7). Crystal structures of MFS members captured in 

outward-facing, occluded and inward-facing conformations is suggestive of a common alternating 

access mechanism of substrate transport (55–57).  

 
Figure 7. X-ray structure of MdfA of E. coli [PDB:4ZOW](56). Structure of single-component 
efflux pump MdfA. Structure reveals representative twelve transmembrane a-helices divided into a 
N-terminal and C-terminal domain to produce a centralised hydrophobic binding cavity for transport. 
Figure made in PyMOL 
 
1.4.6. Proteobacterial Antimicrobial Compound Efflux (PACE) Family 

PACE family members represent the most recent multidrug efflux family to be identified. A recent 

study led by Hassan et al., revealed the novel multidrug efflux pump AceI, to confer resistance to 

bisbiguanide antiseptic chlorhexidine (58). Further studies led to the identification of AceI 

orthologues across γ- and β-proteobacterial species confer elevated resistance to chlorhexidine when 

overexpressed in E. coli (27). Members of the PACE family are conserved amongst proteobacterial 

genera and demonstrate a conserved sequence to encode for two tandem bacterial transmembrane 

pair (BTP) domains. Characterisation of AceI homologues heterologously expressed in E. coli has 

shown them to confer resistance to an array of biocides, validating the newly discovered PACE family 

N-terminal
domain

C-terminal
domain

Inter-domain Cα-helix 
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members as multidrug efflux pumps (27). However, the structural characterisation of the PACE 

family members is yet to be determined. 

 

1.4.7. Limitations to the study of multidrug efflux pumps 

At the heart of the transport mechanism of multidrug efflux pumps, lies the common mode of the 

alternating access mechanism. Despite the rapid expansion of newly discovered multidrug efflux 

pumps and following extensive structural and biochemical characterisation of these efflux pumps, the 

direct observation of the conformational events that drive transport has not been directly observed. 

Traditional structural techniques such as X-ray diffraction crystallography, nuclear magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy and cryo-electron microscopy have been utilised to characterise the 

alternating access mechanism of these transporters (59–62). However, these techniques can only 

provide a static representation of a structure of an inherently dynamic transport process.  Molecular 

dynamics has proved to be a powerful approach to predicting conformational dynamics based on 

high-resolution crystal structures of a protein (63,64). While an in silico approach can provide support 

for the conformational dynamics of a protein, it does not provide direct experimental verification of 

the mechanism. Ensemble biochemical and biophysical techniques have shed insight onto dynamic 

nature of the conformational dynamics in these proteins (59–62). However, the ensemble averaging 

means that the transient kinetic events that drive transport are difficult to detect (65). Therefore, it is 

evident that an experimental technique that allows us to directly observe the dynamic nature of the 

alternating access mechanism is required to definitively prove the alternating access mechanism of 

these transporters.  

 

1.5. Single-molecule FRET 

Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (sm-FRET) offers a powerful biophysical method 

to measure sensitive changes in transient changes in the conformational dynamics in real-time (65). 
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) occurs as a form of non-radiative energy transfer from an 

excited donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore to induce detectable levels of acceptor emission 

to calculate changes of intermolecular distances of a sample between 10-100 Å (66–68).  This scale 

is ideal for measuring subtle changes in distances between chemical moieties in biological 

macromolecules (69). The efficiency of energy transfer is distance-dependent, where the rate of 

energy transfer is dependent on the inverse sixth power of distance between the donor and acceptor 

FRET pair (69). Intermolecular distance between the donor and acceptor (R) can be determined in a 

biological system provided a measured value regarding total FRET efficiency (E) and known Förster 

radius (R0) via the Förster rate equation (66) (equation 1). 
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E= 1+ R
R0

6 -1
      (Equation 1) 

 
The integration of single-molecule spectroscopy with the FRET technique has enhanced the power 

and resolution of FRET towards the analysis of individual, transient-level conformational dynamics 

to be observed in real-time (70). The application of sm-FRET to study transporters has allowed for 

the direct observation of distinct transient states of the transporter (65,71–74). The recent advance of 

the sm-FRET technique to study reconstituted transporters in proteoliposomes has enabled the direct 

observation of transient kinetics that drive vectorial transport (65,71) (Figure 8A). Hence, sm-FRET 

offers a viable platform to directly observe the transient kinetics of the proposed alternating access 

mechanism of multidrug efflux pumps. The study of transient kinetics of the alternating access 

mechanism of a transporter coupled with direct observation of vectorial transport of a fluorescent 

substrate can provide the first direct, visual evidence for the alternating access model of transport 

(Figure 8B).  

 
Figure 8. Schematic illustration of a single-molecule FRET transport experiment. A) A 
transporter (black) is reconstituted into a lipid vesicle (yellow ring) tethered to a microscope slide 
(black). Concentration gradients can be applied to the liposome and vectorial transport of substrate 
(grey circles) to be observed as a change in interfluorophore distance can be measured as changes in 
fluorescence intensity between a donor (green circle) and acceptor (red circle). B) Analysis of 
vectorial transport of a fluorescent substrate (red stars) coupled to single-molecule FRET can allow 
for a direct observation of fluorescent substrate transport in parallel with protein domain movement 
to directly visualise the alternating access model of transport.  
 
1.6. MdfA, a model efflux pump for investigating the alternating access mechanism 

MdfA is a well-characterised H+/drug antiporter the MFS family from E. coli, that exhibits the 

capacity to confer resistance to a diverse range of neutral, zwitterionic and monovalent cationic 

compounds (75). MdfA acts as a single-component transporter composed of a twelve transmembrane 

a-helices divided into N-terminal (TM1-6) and C-terminal domains (TM7-12) (76).  

 

Microscope slide

A B
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Crystallisation of MdfA revealed the two domains are organised into a pseudo two-fold symmetry of 

three helical repeats that is archetypal of  MFS transport protein structure (56). The structure of MdfA 

is well-characterised, whereby the cavity helices (TM1, TM4, TM7 and TM10) face inward towards 

the central cavity to generate a hydrophobic binding pocket, that harbours two essential protonatable 

residues (E26 and D34) critical for binding neutral and cationic compounds (56). The rocker helices 

(TM2, TM5, TM8 and TM11) are arranged to flank the cavity helices to provide physical occlusion 

of the substrate-binding site and support conformational change during substrate transport (7,56). 

Last, the support helices (TM3, TM6, TM8 and TM12) play a role supporting the structural integrity 

of MdfA (56). Thus, MdfA presents significant structural evidence for a rocker-switch mechanism of 

alternating access (7,54,56). MdfA exhibits two highly-conserved protonatable residues (E26, D34) 

embedded within the hydrophobic cavity on TM1. These residues were determined to be critical for 

electroneutral transport of cationic substrates. However, only one of either of these residues are 

required for electrogenic transport of neutral compounds (77). It is proposed D34 is the primary 

protonation site, which supports the ‘ping-pong’ mechanism of direct competition of substrate and 

proton within the binding site of MFS antiporters (54,78).  However, as neither E26 or D34 are 

essential for substrate binding, it is proposed that the ‘ping-pong’ mechanism is likely to be an indirect 

exchange between substrate and proton mediated by an allosteric effect (79).    

 

The extensive biochemical and structural characterisation MdfA has led to two models of alternating 

access to be proposed (56,78). In the first mechanism, proposed by Fluman et al., MdfA rests in the 

inward-facing conformation (78). Transport is initiated upon the deprotonation of D34 on TM1. A 

proton is released into the cytoplasm by translocating from D34 to E26 (78).  Loss of a single proton 

is proposed to promote substrate binding into the binding cavity of MdfA (78). This event triggers a 

conformational switch to the outward-facing state to release substrate to the periplasmic face (78). 

Here, it is only when substrate is released that D34 becomes protonated to trigger a conformational 

change back into the inward-facing conformation (78). In the second model, it is proposed that MdfA 

alternatively rests in the outward-facing state of which E26 acts as the primary pronated residue. 

However, questions are raised as to how a proton is translocated from E26 to D34, 11Å away against 

an electrochemical gradient to trigger the inward-facing conformation for substrate-loading (Yardeni 

et al., unpublished).  

 

MdfA has been characterised to transport monovalent cationic substrates and has been associated to 

confer resistance to a range of fluorescent antimicrobial substrates including ethidium bromide and 

rhodamine 6G (R6G) (75). R6G is a highly fluorescent substrate ideal for single-molecule 

fluorescence experiments due to its high quantum yield (Φ = 0.95) and has been frequently used in 
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single-molecule experiments (80,81). Therefore, MdfA represents an exceptional target that could 

potentially allow direct single-molecule FRET studies of the alternating access mechanism, while 

simultaneously observing export of a highly fluorescent substrate, R6G.  

 
1.7. Objective of this study 

The long-term goal of this project is to provide the first direct evidence of the alternating access 

mechanism of a transport protein using single-molecule FRET. To achieve this outcome, it is essential 

to successfully characterise a model protein to transport a fluorescent substrate suitable for detection 

using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. Following this step entails the design of an active 

derivative of the protein of interest, that will accept site-specific labelling of a FRET pair to directly 

observe the mechanism of alternating access using single-molecule FRET. A Cys-less (CL) mutant 

of MdfA, with two introduced cysteines at the apex of the N-terminal domain (V44) and C-terminal 

domain (V307) on MdfA (MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C) offers an ideal scaffold for site-specific 

labelling of a FRET pair by a selective cysteine-maleimide dye conjugation reaction. The plasmid 

encoding this protein was kindly donated the Bibi laboratory group (Weizmann Institute of Science, 

Israel). The next step is to assess for an activity difference between wild-type and Cys-variant MdfA 

before site-specific labelling with a FRET pair for an ensemble FRET study of the FRET-labelled 

MdfA solubilised in detergent using standard fluorometry. The next step is the reconstitution of 

FRET-labelled protein into proteoliposomes, for direct observation of real-time conformational 

dynamics of the alternating access mechanism in parallel to simultaneous detection of vectorial 

substrate movement using a fluorescent substrate. The scope of this project extends beyond the term 

of a ten month MRes degree. Therefore, the aims of this thesis are dedicated to the first steps required 

for this project, to reach the goal to directly observe the alternating access mechanism of vectorial 

transport in an active transporter for the first time.  

 

The following aims to achieve these outcomes are described below. 

 

1) To validate that MdfA mediates direct R6G transport. 

2) To successfully purify MdfA for functional characterisation. 

3) To confirm MdfA directly binds R6G.  

4) To assess the activity of a Cys-variant of MdfA.  

5) To develop a novel fluorescence transport assay to detect real-time transport of R6G in single 

E. coli cells overexpressing the Cys-variant MdfA.  
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Chapter 2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. General chemicals  

All chemicals and reagents used throughout this thesis were purchased by Sigma-Aldrich unless 

otherwise specified in Table 1. All buffers, stocks and working solutions were prepared in filter 

sterilised ddH20 unless otherwise specified.  

Table 1. List of Chemicals and Reagents 
  

AMRESCO, USA Glycerol  

HEPES free acid 

L-tryptophan  

Astral Scientific, Australia Ampicillin Sodium Salt   

Kanamycin Sulphate 

Avanti Polar Lipids, USA n-dodecyl-ß-D-maltoside (DDM) 

Alfa Aesar, USA 6X Laemelli SDS-Loading Dye 

Bacto, Australia BD Difco™ Luria-Bertani broth, Miller 

BD Difco™ Mueller-Hinton broth 

Biochemicals, Australia Potassium phosphate, dibasic 

Potassium phosphate, monobasic 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) base 

Chem-Supply, Australia Ethanol 

Dow Corning, Australia SYLGARD® 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit   

GE Healthcare Life Sciences, 

USA 

Amersham ECL High-Range Rainbow Molecular Weight 

Marker 

Panreac, Germany Glacial Acetic Acid 

Takara Bio, USA SOC media 

Teknova, USA EZ Rich Defined Media 

Thermo Scientific, Australia Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 Dye 

HisProbe™-HRP Conjugate 

HisPur™ Cobalt Resin 

Tween™ 20 Surfact-Amps™ Detergent Solution 

VWR International Glycine 
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2.2. Bacterial strains  

Three E. coli strains were used throughout this work. E. coli DH5α (Alpha-Gold Select, Bioline) was 

used as a host for plasmid preparations and as a non-arabinose metabolising host for live cell efflux 

assays. The E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan strain was used throughout this work to express, purify and assess 

the function of overexpressed native MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C in the absence of the native 

MdfA protein that is encoded in the chromosome of E. coli. Strain, genotype and source of strains 

are described in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. E. coli strains and mutants  

E. coli Strain Genotype Source 

DH5α 

 

 

F- deoR endA1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 hsdR17(rk-, mk+) 

supE44 thi-1 phoA Δ (lacZYA argF) U169 Φ   80lacZ Δ 

M15λ - 

Bioline  

UTL2mdfA::kan

    

F- ara-14 leuB6 secA6 lacY1 proC14 tsx-67 Δ(ompT-

fepC)266 entA403 trpE38 rfbD1 rpsL109 xyl-5 mtl-1 

thi-1 mdfA::kan 

(82)  

 

 
2.3. Plasmids 

Plasmids used throughout this work were kindly gifted by the Bibi group from the Weizmann 

Institute of Science (Rehavot, Israel). Plasmids are described in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Plasmids 

Plasmid Description Selection 

pUC18/pAra/mdfA  

 

pUC18 expression vector encoding 

wild-type MdfA(6His) behind the 

pAra promotor. 

 

Ampicillin  

pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

 

 

pUC19 expression vector encoding 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C(6His) 

behind the pBAD promotor   

 

Ampicillin 

 

2.4. Microbial culture conditions 

E. coli strains were routinely grown in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth (10 g/L NaCl, 5 g/L yeast extract 

and 10 g/L tryptone) at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). For plasmid selection, media was supplemented 

with 100 μg/mL ampicillin unless stated otherwise. All microbial culture media used for E. coli cell 

culture were prepared in MilliQ water and sterilised by autoclaving. 
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2.5. Preparation of chemically competent E. coli cells 

E. coli cells stored in 20% glycerol stocks at -80°C were streaked onto a non-selective LB agar plate. 

A single bacterial colony was inoculated into 10 mL of fresh LB media without antibiotic and 

incubated for 16 hrs overnight at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). The starter culture was sub-cultured into 

800 mL of fresh LB media at a 1:125 dilution and grown to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 

0.35-0.4. The cell culture was chilled on ice for 30 minutes and the cells harvested by centrifugation 

(3000 x g, 15 min, 4°C). Supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was gently resuspended in 20 

mL of cold 100 mM MgCl2. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (2000 x g, 15 min, 4°C). The cell 

pellet was resuspended in 40 mL of ice cold 100 mM CaCl2 and chilled on ice for a further 20 minutes 

prior to cell harvest (2000 x g, 15 min, 4°C). The cell pellet was resuspended in 20 mL of chilled 85 

mM CaCl2 containing 15% glycerol. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (1000 x g, 15 min, 

4°C) and resuspended in 2 mL of 85 mM CaCl2 containing 15% glycerol. Cell samples were aliquoted 

into 50 μL fractions into pre-chilled sterile 1.5 mL microfuge tubes and stored at -80°C.  

 

2.6. Transformation of chemically competent cells 

For transformation of E. coli strains, 10 μL of chemically competent E. coli cells were incubated with 

1 μL of plasmid for 30 minutes on ice. Cells were heat-shocked at 42°C for 40 seconds in a water-

bath followed by an immediate incubation on ice for 2 minutes. For recovery, 950 μL of SOC media 

was added to the cells for incubation at 37°C at 200 rpm for 1 hour. Cells were plated onto LB-agar 

plates with 100-200 μg/mL ampicillin for plasmid selection and incubated for 16 hours at 37°C. Plates 

were then sealed with parafilm and stored at 4°C for one month.  

 

2.7. Plasmid extraction and quantitation 

Plasmid preparations were routinely performed on E. coli cells harbouring the plasmid of interest 

using the Wizard® Plus SV Miniprep DNA purification system (Promega, USA) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Plasmid concentrations were determined using a NanoDrop 1000 

(Thermo Scientific, USA) by measuring the absorbance at 260 nm, and checked for purity by 

determining the ratio of absorbance at 260/280 nm (ratios of ≥1.8 were seen as acceptable). Plasmid 

DNA isolated using this method was used for subsequent transformation of chemically competent E. 

coli strains.  

 

2.8. Minimum inhibitory concentration assays 

MdfA-mediated resistance to R6G in E. coli cells was tested using a broth microdilution minimum 

inhibitory concentration (MIC) technique as described (83). Single colonies of E. coli strains were 

inoculated in 5 mL of Mueller-Hinton (MH) broth and supplemented with appropriate antibiotics for 
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plasmid selection if required. Cultures were grown for 16 hours overnight at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). 

Stocks of R6G were prepared in methanol (stored at 4°C for up to 2 months). Two-fold serial dilutions 

of antimicrobial from these concentrations were performed across a 96-well microtiter plate (Grenier 

Bio-One, Austria) to achieve geometrically decreasing concentrations of the substrate of interest 

starting from column 1 to column 10. Column 11 was reserved as a positive control to test for bacterial 

growth and column 12 is reserved as a negative control to assess sterility of the media. For the R6G 

assays, the highest concentration tested was 500 μg/mL (column 1) and lowest concentration was 0.9 

μg/mL (column 10). To prepare culture for MIC assays, overnight cultures were sub-cultured to a 

final dilution of 1:50 in MH broth in the absence of antibiotic and grown to an OD600 = 0.6 at 37°C 

with shaking at 200 rpm. Cells were diluted 1:11,000 and plated into the positive control wells and 

across wells containing the compound of interest from least concentrated to most concentrated to 

avoid compromising substrate concentrations from cross-contamination. MIC plates were incubated 

for 24 hours at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). At 24 hours, OD600 was measured across each well using a 

PHERAstar FS (BMG LABTECH, Germany). The MIC was determined as the lowest concentration 

at which bacterial growth was inhibited. R6G inhibition assays were performed accordingly with the 

exception that inhibition assays were all performed with the use of LB broth as a growth medium in 

substitute of MH broth. 

 

2.9. Fluorometric transport assays 

Single colonies of freshly transformed E. coli strain UTL2mdfA::kan harbouring the 

pUC18/pAra/mdfA or pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C plasmids were inoculated into 10 mL 

of fresh LB broth supplemented with 200 μg/mL ampicillin and 30 μg/mL kanamycin for overnight 

culture at 37°C with 200 rpm shaking. Overnight cultures were sub-cultured following a 1:10 dilution 

into fresh sterile LB with supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin, 30 μg/mL kanamycin and grown 

to OD600 = 0.8. A pre-induction sample was reserved and MdfA overexpression in the remaining 

cultures was induced with L-arabinose at 10x fold increases in concentration (0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002% 

or 0.0002%) to assess the impact of the MdfA expression level on the ethidium bromide transport 

phenotype. R6G fluorometric transport assays were conducted at the 0.002% v/v L-arabinose 

induction condition. Samples were overexpressed for 1 hr at 37°C at 200 rpm. Cells were harvested 

by centrifugation (4,500 x g, 3 minutes) and washed twice by sequential resuspension in 10 mL of 

assay buffer (20 mM KOH-adjusted HEPES buffer, pH 7.0) and harvested by centrifugation (4,500 

x g for 3 minutes).  Cells were resuspended to OD600=1.0 in assay buffer and divided into 1 mL 

aliquots for treatment with 10 μM carbonyl cyanide 3-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) and 15 μM 

ethidium bromide or 1 μM R6G. Cells were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to facilitate passive diffusion 

of fluorescent dye into the de-energised E. coli cells. Dye-loaded cells were harvested by 
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centrifugation (4,500 x g, 3 minutes) and subsequently washed twice in assay buffer to remove excess 

dye and CCCP. Cells were resuspended in assay buffer immediately prior to the transport assay. All 

transport assays were performed on a LS-55 fluorescence spectrometer (PerkinElmer, USA) using 10 

mm x 10 mm disposable polystyrene fluorometer cells (Starna, USA). Fluorometric transport assays 

were performed at a constant temperature of 37°C maintained using a Julabo HE water circulator 

(Julabo, USA). Excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 530/610 nm for EtBr and 529/553 

nm for R6G with slit widths set at 10 nm and 4.5 nm, respectively. Fluorescence was monitored for 

~60 seconds before efflux was initiated by the introduction of 0.5 M sodium formate. Transport was 

monitored for ~300 seconds before inhibition with 20 μM CCCP to confirm that the changes in 

fluorescence related to transport were energy dependent, as would be expected for the secondary 

active transporter MdfA. 

 

2.10. Single cell transport assay  
E. coli DH5α harbouring the pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C plasmid were grown in 500 μL 

EZ rich defined medium, supplemented with 10% glycerol and 100 μg/mL ampicillin. Cultures were 

grown overnight at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). Overnight cultures were sub-cultured 1:100 into 5 mL 

of EZ rich media supplemented with 10% glycerol supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 

grown to an OD600 = 0.6 at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). Cultures were split to yield a non-induced control 

supplemented with 0.2% D-glucose to suppress MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpression and 

induced cultures were supplemented with 0.2% v/v L-arabinose to initiate MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

overexpression for 1 hour. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,500 x g, 10 min) and washed 

twice in assay buffer (20 mM KOH-HEPES, pH 7.0) before treatment with 10 μM CCCP and 100 

μM R6G. Treated cells were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C to facilitate passive diffusion of R6G dye 

into de-energised E. coli cells. Cells were washed three times in assay buffer by repeated cell wash 

and harvested by centrifugation at 4,500 x g (1 minute) before final resuspension in 1 mL of assay 

buffer.  

 

Microfluidic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) flow cells with channel dimensions of 30 mm x 0.1 mm 

x 0.5 mm (length x height x width) were fabricated at the Australian National Fabrication Facility 

(South Australian Node). PDMS flow cells were further modified to allow for sample inlet and outlet 

points in each flow channel manually using a 3-mm tissue cutter to remove 3x3 mm circular sections 

of PDMS to generate ~20 μL sample reservoir on either end of the flow channel to facilitate sample 

introduction and removal. A published method by Robinson et al., 2014 was adapted to prepare the 

PDMS-based flow cell for a live single-cell efflux assay (84). Briefly, glass coverslips were activated 

by sonication in 5M KOH for 60 minutes, followed by a thorough rinse with water before incubation 
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with 2% solution of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) for 2h. APTES-treated coverslips were 

washed with acetone and dried. PDMS flow cells was washed thoroughly with ethanol and dried 

immediately before permanent bonding with APTES-modified coverslips by activation of PDMS 

using an oxygen plasma cleaner (Zapto, Diener Electronic, Germany).  

 

To prepare samples for imaging, 20 μL aliquots of cell sample were introduced at sample inlets at 

both ends of the flow channel to saturate the channel with cells. PDMS flow cells were left to incubate 

for one minute to promote cell adhesion to the APTES-modified coverslips, before aspirating excess 

sample solution for single-cell imaging. Imaging was carried out on an in-house custom-built wide-

field single-molecule fluorescence microscope. The custom-built microscope was based on an 

inverted fluorescence microscope body (IX-81, Olympus, Japan) equipped with a 1.49 NA 100x 

objective and 512x512-pixel EM-CCD camera (C9100-13, Hamamatsu, Japan). To image real-time 

efflux of R6G, the PDMS flow cell containing immobilised E. coli cells was excited at 514 nm 

wavelength at low power (20 W.cm-2) using a continuous-wave optically pumped semidiode laser at 

514 nm (150 mW max. output, Sapphire LP, Coherent, USA) and emission was collected between 

525-555 nm (ET 540/30m filter, Chroma, USA).  

 

Image acquisition was set to an exposure time of 98 milliseconds with image capture 600 x 100 

milliseconds using xcellence imaging software (Olympus, Japan). To conduct the live cell efflux 

assay, non-adherent cells were removed by an assay buffer wash. The washing step was imaged as a 

control to monitor whether leaky efflux of R6G was present before initiation of the single-cell 

transport assay. To visualise energy-dependent efflux of R6G, assay buffer supplemented with 0.5M 

sodium formate was introduced to the flow channel to re-energise cells to observe direct R6G efflux 

mediated by cells overexpressing MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. This experiment was performed across 

three biological replicates against MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpressing cells and a pre-induction 

sample as a control. Images were processed using ImageJ software (85).  

 

2.11. Microbial growth curves 

Single colonies of E. coli strain UTL2mdfA::kan cells and transformants harbouring either 

pUC18/pAra/mdfA plasmid for WT MdfA overexpression and pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL 

V44C/V307C were grown in sterile Luria-Bertani (LB) media containing kanamycin (30 μg/mL) and 

further supplemented with ampicillin (200 μg/mL) for plasmid selection during overnight culture at 

37°C at 200 rpm. Overnight cultures were sub-cultured 1:50 in fresh LB broth supplemented with 30 

μg/mL kanamycin and 100 μg/mL ampicillin for plasmid selection and grown to mid-log phase 

(OD600 = 0.5-0.6). Samples were treated with 10x increasing concentrations of L-arabinose inducer 
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(0.2%, 0.02%, 0.002%, 0.0002%) and plated across a 96-well plate for high-throughput screening of 

growth curves over 5 hours to determine ideal L-arabinose growth conditions. 

 

2.12. Scanning electron microscopy  

E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells harbouring the pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C plasmid were 

grown in overnight culture in 5 mL of LB broth supplemented with 200 μg/mL ampicillin and 30 

μg/mL kanamycin. Culture was incubated for 16 hours at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). The overnight 

culture was sub-cultured into a final dilution of 1:50 into 12.5 mL of fresh LB broth supplemented 

with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 30 μg/mL kanamycin and grown at 37°C at 200 rpm to a final OD600 

= 0.8. A 2 mL pre-induction sample was collected before inducing cells with 0.2, 0.002 or 0.0002% 

v/v L-arabinose. The cultures were incubated for a further hour at 37°C at 200 rpm to facilitate 

overexpression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. Culture samples were dispensed in 50 μL aliquots onto 

sterile, 12 mm round coverslips (ProSciTech, Australia) derivatised with 0.1% poly-L-lysine to 

facilitate E. coli adhesion to the coverslip before fixation. After 1 minute, excess solution was 

aspirated and a second 50 μL aliquot of culture was applied to the coverslip for another minute. To 

fix cells, coverslips were washed twice with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and were transferred to 

a sterile 6-well plate containing 2 mL of 3% glutaraldehyde in sterile 0.01 M phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS). Cells were fixed for 24 hours at 4°C. Fixed cells were washed twice in 2 mL of sterile 

0.01 M PBS for 2 minutes and excess PBS solution was aspirated. To dehydrate cells for SEM 

imaging, a sequential ethanol dehydration step was performed by washing each coverslip in 30% v/v, 

50% v/v, 70% v/v, 80% v/v, 90% v/v and twice with 100% anhydrous ethanol for 10 minutes. 

Samples were subject to critical point drying using a Leica EM CPD300 (Leica, Germany) for 2 

hours. Samples were desiccated overnight and sputter coated in gold (EMITECH K550X Sputter 

Coater, Quorum Technologies, UK) before SEM image acquisition using a JSM-6480LA scanning 

electron microscope (JEOL, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 10 kV. Unequal variance t-tests were 

used to evaluate statistical significance between average length of E. coli cells at different L-arabinose 

growth conditions. 

 

2.13. Purification of MdfA 

Wild-type MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C were purified from a method adapted from Fluman 

et al., 2014 (86). All sample handling steps throughout the purification procedure were performed at 

4°C unless stated otherwise. Buffers used in the protein purification protocol are listed in Table 4. 
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Table 4. List of buffers and their chemical components used throughout purification.  

Buffer Chemical components 

Cell wash 

buffer 

50 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.3), 2 mM MgSO4 

Solubilisation 

buffer 

20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM imidazole, 

3.5 mM β-mercaptoethanol. 

Wash buffer 20 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 5 mM imidazole, 

0.1% DDM 

Elution 

buffer 

20 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 7.2), 120 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 150 mM 

imidazole, 0.1% DDM 

Desalting 

buffer 

20 mM Tris-HCl, pH (7.2), 120 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.01% DDM 

 
2.13.1. Overexpression of MdfA  

Chemically competent E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells were transformed with the plasmid 

pUC18/pAra/mdfA or with the plasmid pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. Transformation 

samples were plated on LB-agar plates supplemented with 200 μg/mL ampicillin and incubated for 

16 hours overnight at 37°C. Successful transformants were inoculated into 5 mL of sterile LB broth 

supplemented with 200 μg/mL ampicillin and 30 μg/mL kanamycin for plasmid selection and grown 

overnight for 16 hours at 37°C, shaking (200 rpm). To express wild-type MdfA and 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C to a level sufficient for purification, cells were inoculated into 6 x 2L flasks 

containing 500 mL sterile LB media supplemented with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and 30 μg/mL 

kanamycin. The overnight cultures were sub-cultured into these flasks by diluting 1:100 and 

incubated in a flat-bed shaker at 37°C at 200 rpm to grow until OD600 = 0.8-1.0 was reached. 

Subsequent protein expression was induced upon the addition of 0.2% v/v L-arabinose and incubation 

was continued at 16°C with shaking at 200 rpm for 16 hours overnight. Induced cells were harvested 

by centrifugation (6,000 x g, 30 minutes) and washed with cell wash buffer. Washed cells were 

collected by centrifugation (6,000 x g, 30 minutes) and resuspended in cell wash buffer prior to 

storage at -80°C.  

 

2.13.2. Membrane extraction 

Thawed cell suspensions were treated with 1 mM PMSF solubilised in methanol and 10 μg/mL 

DNase Ι prior to cell lysis by the French Pressure method. Samples were subjected to three passages 
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of French Press method at 15,000 psi (French® Press, Thermo IEC, USA) and cooled on ice between 

each passage to reduce overheating of samples. Insoluble cell debris was removed by centrifugation 

(5,000 x g, 15 minutes) followed by collection of the membrane fraction by ultracentrifugation 

(167,000 x g, 1 hour). Membrane fractions were homogenised in a Dounce homogeniser in 

solubilisation buffer (8 mL per gram) and stored at -80°C. 

 

2.13.3. Co2+ affinity purification of MdfA 

To isolate pure MdfA from membrane extracts, thawed membrane fractions were treated with 1.1% 

DDM and incubated at 4°C with continuous stirring for 2 hours. Residual insoluble debris was 

removed by ultracentrifugation (167,000 x g, 1 hour). Co2+ resin (HisPur™ Cobalt Resin, Thermo 

Scientific, USA) was equilibrated in loading buffer, prior to the addition of supernatant for incubation 

at 4°C for 2 hours to promote protein binding to the column before transfer to a disposable gravity-

flow column to facilitate immobilised metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) to isolate MdfA. Upon 

transfer, flow-through was immediately discarded and the column was washed with 30 column 

volumes of loading buffer to remove weakly-associating proteins. To elute MdfA, 1 column volume 

of elution buffer was incubated with cobalt resin for 10 minutes before collecting each fraction. 

Elution fractions were monitored throughout by monitoring absorbance at A280 (NanoDrop 1000, 

Thermo Scientific, USA). The concentration of protein was calculated via the Beer-Lambert law 

using absorption at 280 nm and the molar extinction coefficient of MdfA (ε = 70510) and 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (ε = 69900) were predicted by the ProtParam program (87).   

 

2.14. Buffer exchange 

Chromatography fractions deemed to containing sufficient concentrations of protein were subject to 

buffer exchange to remove smaller molecules before functional characterisation (such as imidazole).  

Two buffer-exchange methods of were assessed to identify the optimal method to recover the highest 

level of MdfA post-purification.   

 

2.14.1. Spin-column  

The buffer exchange method was trialled using PD-10 disposable desalting columns (Amersham 

Biosciences, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. PD-10 desalting column was prepped 

by removal of column storage solution and filter using sterile forceps. Column seal was removed and 

column was transferred to a 50mL falcon tube with a respective column adapter. To equilibrate the 

column for buffer exchange, the column was filled with desalting buffer and allowed to enter the 

packed bed. This was repeated thrice and flow-through was discarded each time. The fifth 

equilibration was centrifuged (1000 x g for 2 minutes) and the flow-through was discarded. Protein 
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eluate was applied and allowed to enter the packed bed and column was transferred to a fresh 50 mL 

falcon tube to collect desalted protein sample by centrifugation (1000 x g, 2 minutes). Sample 

concentration was analysed by the A280 method (NanoDrop 1000, Thermo Scientific, USA). Samples 

were concentrated to ~1 mg/mL (Vivaspin® 20,10 kDa MWCO, GE Healthcare, USA). For storage, 

concentrated sample was divided into 50 μL aliquots, snap frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C.  

 

2.14.2. Gravity-flow  

PD-10 desalting column was prepared for gravity-flow buffer exchange of protein eluate by removal 

of column storage solution and equilibration against 25 mL total desalting buffer. A total of 2.5 mL 

of protein sample was applied to the column and allowed to enter the packed bed. Flow through was 

discarded and the column was transferred to a fresh 50 mL falcon tube to collect desalted protein 

eluate. A total of 3.5 mL of desalting buffer and 2.5 mL of protein eluate was collected. The final 

protein concentration was analysed by A280 (NanoDrop 1000, Thermo Scientific, USA) and 

concentrated to ~1 mg/mL (Vivaspin® 20,10 kDa MWCO, GE Healthcare, USA). For storage, 

sample was divided into 50 μL aliquots, snap-frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80°C. 

 

2.15. Qualitative analysis of protein purification 

2.15.1. Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 

SDS-PAGE was routinely performed to assess expression levels and purity of MdfA throughout the 

purification procedure as described in section 2.13. Small samples (40 μL) were collected throughout 

the purification procedure and were incubated in a 1:1 ratio with 6x Laemmli reducing SDS sample 

buffer (375 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 9% SDS, 50% glycerol, 9% β-mercaptoethanol, 0.03% 

bromophenol blue) at 37°C for 20 minutes. Samples were loaded onto pre-cast 4-20% tris-glycine 

polyacrylamide gels (4–20% Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ Precast Protein Gels, Bio-Rad, Australia) 

and electrophoresed in parallel with a molecular weight standard (Amersham ECL High-Range 

Rainbow Molecular Weight Marker, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA). Gels were run in 1X SDS 

running buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 250 mM glycine, 10% w/v SDS). Gel electrophoresis was run at 

110 V for 1 hr and 30 minutes. Gels were fixed for 10 minutes in fixer (10% v/v acetic acid, 50% v/v 

ethanol), followed by staining for 5 minutes with Coomassie stain solution (0.25% w/v Coomassie 

brilliant blue, 10% v/v ethanol, 10% v/v acetic acid), followed by overnight destain with destain 

solution (10% v/v acetic acid). Gels were imaged using the Gel Logic 2200 pro imaging system 

(Carestream Health, USA) set to capture images under the white-light trans-illumination setting. 
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2.15.2. Western blot 

Western blots were used to verify the expression and isolation of His-tagged MdfA protein after 

purification. Samples of interest were separated by SDS-gel electrophoresis followed by a brief wash 

for 10 minutes with Towbin buffer (25 mM Tris pH 8.3, 192 mM glycine, 20% v/v methanol). 

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane was activated in methanol for 1 minute, followed by 

rinsing in water for 5 minutes and final incubation in Towbin buffer for 10 minutes. To allow for 

protein transfer from the SDS-PAGE gel to the PVDF membrane via the semi-dry electroblotting 

transfer method, a semi-dry transfer stack was prepared. The semi-dry transfer stack was comprised 

of five sheets of Whatman filter paper, pre-soaked with Towbin buffer, followed by the activated 

PVDF membrane, the SDS-PAGE gel and an additional five sheets of Whatman filter paper, pre-

soaked with Towbin buffer. Excess buffer was drained and air-bubbles were removed before semi-

dry transfer was conducted at 10 V for 1.4 hours using the Novex™ Semi-Dry Blotter (Invitrogen, 

USA). Post-transfer, PVDF membrane was washed twice with TBS buffer (25 mM Tris, 0.15 M 

NaCl, pH 7.2) for 10 minutes, with gentle shaking (<50 rpm). Membrane was blocked with 10 mg/mL 

BSA in TBST (25 mM Tris, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.05% Tween-20, pH 7.6) overnight at 4°C, shaking. The 

PVDF membrane was washed twice with TBST for 10 minutes. To probe His-tagged proteins, the 

membrane was incubated 1:5000 dilution of HisProbe-HRP™ (Thermo Scientific, USA) in TBST 

for 1 hour with gentle shaking at room temperature. The membrane was washed four times with 

TBST for 10 minutes each. For chemiluminescent detection, membrane was incubated in 

SuperSignal™ West Pico Substrate Working Solution (Thermo Scientific, USA) for 5 minutes, with 

shaking, in the dark and subsequently imaged with the Gel Logic 2200 Pro in progressive mode, with 

2 to 5 minute exposure time under the luminescence setting.  

 

2.16. Tryptophan fluorescence quenching assay 

Tryptophan fluorescence quenching measurements were performed on a PerkinElmer LS55 

fluorescence spectrophotometer at a constant temperature of 25°C using a heating water-circulator 

(Julabo HE, Germany). To prepare R6G for titration, a 10 mM R6G stock solution was prepared in 

methanol and subject to a 10x fold serial dilution in assay buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.2, 120 mM 

NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.01% DDM) to achieve working concentrations of 1 mM, 0.1 mM and 0.01 

mM of R6G in buffer for tryptophan quenching experiments. MdfA protein samples were diluted to 

a final concentration of 1 μM in 150 μL of buffer in a 10 mm x 10 mm Quartz Suprasil® cuvette 

(PerkinElmer). Tryptophan residues (n= 10) were selectively excited at 295 nm and fluorescent 

emission was monitored between 300-450 nm. R6G was titrated in aliquots of 0.7-3.7 μL aliquots 

against increasing concentrations of R6G (0.01 mM, 0.1 mM, 1 mM) in buffer. All readings were 
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corrected for background emission of the buffer and sample dilution. Inner filter effect was accounted 

for by titrating against 1 μM of pure tryptophan in a parallel tryptophan quenching experiment.  

 

Corrected fluorescence quenching values for MdfA titrated against R6G was determined by equation 

1: 

∆FC= 
∆FP-FPi (

∆Fw
FWi

)

FPi
      (1) 

where ∆FC represents the corrected fluorescence quenching value, ∆FP= the reduction in MdfA Trp 

fluorescence at a certain concentration of ligand, FPi = initial fluorescence of MdfA, ∆Fw = reduction 

in free tryptophan fluorescence intensity at a certain concentration of ligand and FWi = the initial 

fluorescence intensity of free tryptophan. The dissociation constant (Kd) was extrapolated from a plot 

of plot of 1/[R6G] against 1/∆FC, using curve-fitting program Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software) 

against equation 2. 

y= M1  × [M0]
M2 [M0] (2) 

 

 

Where M1 represents total unbound [R6G] concentration, M0 represents total [R6G] concentration, 

M2 represents the determined KD value.  
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Chapter 3. Characterisation of MdfA mediated efflux of R6G 
MdfA is a well-characterised multidrug efflux pump. As such, it offers a unique model for single-

molecule FRET studies due to significant evidence for an alternating access transport mechanism. 

MdfA has a proposed capacity to efflux a broad range of fluorescent substrates that could be used to 

observe transport of the fluorescent substrate. However, whether MdfA is capable of direct binding 

and transport of the highly fluorescent compound rhodamine 6G has not been conclusively shown. 

This chapter investigates the capacity for MdfA to transport and bind R6G using an ensemble of 

spectrofluorometric techniques. Together, these results provide a significant step forward to 

evaluating whether MdfA be viable as a model efflux pump for real-time studies of alternating access 

at the single-molecule level coupled with direct observation of rhodamine 6G transport.  

 

3.1. Rhodamine 6G resistance assay 

Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) assays are often used as an initial screen to assess activity 

of multidrug efflux pumps in reducing the susceptibility of bacteria against antimicrobial agents. This 

is often determined by performing a broth-microdilution assay to determine the lowest concentration 

of antimicrobial required to inhibit bacterial growth (83). Therefore, this method was investigated to 

assess whether overexpression of MdfA from an arabinose inducible expression system could confer 

heightened resistance to R6G (section 2.8). In MH medium, the MIC showed no bacterial growth 

across all sample types after 24 hours. To account for potential sub-optimal growth of E. coli 

UTL2mdfA::kan cells in cation-adjusted MH-broth, R6G resistance assays were assessed in LB-

media (section 2.8). Growth was measured across all samples to determine whether MdfA 

overexpression conferred improved resistance to R6G (Table 5). LB-resistance assays revealed 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was inhibited at 500 μg/mL of R6G, whereas both the parental control and 

wild-type MdfA expression cells demonstrated resistance >500 μg/mL. 

 

Table 5. R6G resistance assays against MdfA overexpressing E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells 

Inhibitory concentration of R6G (μg/mL) 

Media Control pUC18_MdfA pUC19_MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

MH broth - - - 

LB broth >500 >500 500 

 
These results reveal that there is too a high a level of background resistance to observe any MdfA-

mediated resistance to R6G in E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells. Therefore, this assay was inconclusive 
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for demonstrating MdfA-mediated resistance to R6G. Previous work by Edgar & Bibi demonstrate 

MdfA confers slight resistance to R6G in E. coli HB101 cells overexpressing MdfA under T7 RNA 

polymerase control using the pT7-5(mdfA) plasmid in an LB-broth resistance assay (77). 

 

The inconclusive nature of the R6G resistance assay in this study could be due to factors such as the 

permeability barrier of the outer membrane, or potentially weak antimicrobial activity of R6G 

towards E. coli. Alternatively, a study by Tal & Schuldiner on three major multidrug efflux pumps in 

E. coli – AcrAB (RND), EmrE (SMR) and MdfA (MFS) discovered that individual knockouts of 

single-component pumps EmrE and MdfA did not affect resistance profile of E. coli. However, a 

double knockout of genes encoding single-component multidrug efflux pumps EmrE and MdfA 

demonstrated a substantial increase in cell susceptibility to toxic dyes acriflavine and ethidium 

bromide to a similar susceptibility of a single knockout genes encoding the major RND efflux pump 

AcrAB (88). This suggests a synergistic nature of single component inner-membrane efflux pumps, 

such as MdfA to extrude noxious compounds from the cytoplasm to the periplasm, with tripartite 

RND efflux pump AcrAB-TolC system. Furthermore, an investigation led by Nishino and Yamaguchi 

revealed no change in the R6G resistance profile of E. coli KAM3 cells and E. coli KAM3 cells 

overexpressing MdfA in a pUC118(mdfA) plasmid under the regulation of an endogenous promotor 

(89). However, considerable resistance to R6G was only observable following the overexpression of 

four distinct tripartite efflux complexes: MFS member- EmrAB-TolC and RND members – AcrAB, 

AcrEF and YhiUV (89). This data provides evidence that MdfA presence or absence may not have 

an impact on the resistance profile against of E. coli against R6G, possibly due to the synergistic role 

in R6G efflux with major tripartite complexes that may perform significant R6G efflux across the 

double-membrane of the Gram-negative cell. Higher concentrations of R6G were not investigated 

due to pigmentation of R6G that may obstruct absorbance readings at OD600. Additionally, lowered 

susceptibility to R6G demonstrated by MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C may suggest that the amino acid 

modifications to generate a MdfA model for FRET studies may demonstrate hindered transport 

activity compared to wild-type MdfA, which may have hampered cell viability and subsequent 

resistance threshold against R6G (see section 4.4).  

 

In this study, the R6G resistance assays were tested as a quick initial screen for a multidrug efflux 

pump to confer resistance against R6G. The inconclusive data indicates that the resistance assays did 

not demonstrate sufficient sensitivity to conclusively demonstrate whether R6G is a substrate of 

MdfA. Therefore, further experimentation was required to confirm whether MdfA has potential to 

bind and transport R6G. 
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3.2. Rhodamine 6G fluorometric transport assays  

An examination of the putative role of MdfA in direct R6G efflux would benefit from a real-time 

fluorometric transport assay. In principle, a fluorometric assay on multidrug efflux pumps can be 

carried out by initially de-energising the cells overexpressing the efflux pump of interest by treatment 

with an energy-decoupling agent, such as carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP) that 

decouples the proton gradient, and hence inhibits secondary active transporters (14). In the presence 

of these compounds, cells can be loaded with fluorescent amphiphilic or hydrophobic dyes that can 

passively diffuse into the cell.  Dye-loaded cells can be washed multiple times to ensure no trace 

inhibitor or external dye remains. Initial fluorescence is measured before re-energisation with a 

metabolite, commonly D-glucose or sodium formate to initiate the efflux by energy-dependent 

multidrug efflux pumps, where real-time transport is detected as an observable change in detected 

fluorescence intensity as the fluorophore is exported out of the cell (14). Fluorescent antimicrobial 

compounds acriflavine and ethidium bromide are well-suited to fluorometric transport assays as a 

change in fluorescence intensity as substrate is transported across the cell is significant (14). 

 

R6G is known to bind to DNA (90,91). However, it is unknown whether R6G may quench or 

fluoresce brightly upon binding to DNA. This feature is important as it would determine whether 

R6G fluorescence may increase or decrease over time as a function of direct R6G export out of the 

E. coli cells overexpressing MdfA. To determine if R6G is suitable to conduct a whole-cell 

fluorescence transport assay, an initial experiment was conducted by adding a final concentration of 

10 μg/mL of dsDNA to 1 μM of R6G in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.0). This experiment was performed in 

triplicate and revealed consistent quenching activity of R6G up to ~37% initial fluorescence of R6G 

with minimal error (Figure 9). Therefore, a R6G whole-cell transport assay against E. coli 

overexpressing MdfA was determined to be practicable. 

 
Figure 9. Rhodamine 6G DNA quench assay. R6G (1 μM) against 10 μg/mL dsDNA at λex =529 
nm and λem= 553 nm, at 4.5 slit width respectively. Fluorescence quench by DNA is indicated by the 
time of addition of dsDNA by a black arrow. Fluorescence trace is represented as the average of three 
replicates. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (n=3). 
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Following this positive result, a direct, whole-cell fluorometric efflux assay was conducted in 

triplicate against E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells loaded with 1 μM R6G. Cells harbouring 

pUC18/pAra/mdfA or pUC19/pBAD/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C were investigated to determine 

whether MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C could directly export R6G out of whole E. coli cells . 

Transport assays were assessed as described in section 2.9. As R6G fluorescence is quenched in the 

presence of DNA, direct efflux of R6G mediated by MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C cells were 

characterised by an increase in R6G fluorescence over time as the substrate is expelled from the cells. 

Transport assays were performed across three biological replicates (Figure 10).  

Figure 10. Rhodamine 6G transport mediated by MdfA (left) and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 
(right). Non-induced samples (black) and induced samples (green). Transport was initiated by 0.5M 
sodium formate at time point 0. The fluorescence traces represent the average of three independent 
experiments against 1 μM R6G at λex= 529 nm and λem = 553 nm at slit widths of 4.5 nm. Error bars 
represent standard error of the mean (n=3). 
 

The fluorescence transport assay demonstrated direct efflux of R6G mediated by MdfA. Moreover, 

the rate of transport mediated by the Cys-variant MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was comparable to wild-

type MdfA (Figure 10). To confirm that the change in fluorescence was related to transport and that 

the transport observed was energy dependent, experiments were performed where the protonophore 

CCCP was added after re-energisation. A representative trace demonstrating cell re-energisation with 

0.5M sodium formate and inhibition of transport with CCCP to dissipate the electrochemical proton 

gradient is provided (Figure 11). This data confirms MdfA mediated overexpression is dependent on 

coupling to proton motive force, as previously determined by Edgar and Bibi in a whole-cell 

fluorometric efflux assay on MdfA against ethidium bromide (75). R6G appears to re-enter the cell 

after de-energisation of electrochemical gradient, whereby a further R6G quenching affect is 
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immediately observed after CCCP introduction. The rapid nature of the fluorescence reduction 

suggests that R6G fluorescence could be quenched when bound to the cell membrane.  

 
Figure 11. Representative trace of MdfA mediated R6G efflux. Arrows indicate addition of 
sodium formate to energise and CCCP to de-energise cells respectively, demonstrating proton-
gradient dependent efflux of 1 μM R6G at λex= 529 nm and λem =553 nm at slit widths 4.5 nm 
respectively.  
 

Transport assays using bulk cell solutions demonstrated that R6G efflux is detectable. Furthermore, 

the application of these experiments has provided a direct visualisation of MdfA mediated transport 

of R6G in real-time. Moreover, no detectable difference between MdfA and Cys-variant 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was observed. This indicates that MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C is active and 

may represent an ideal model of MdfA to characterise real-time alternating access of MdfA in single-

molecule FRET assays while simultaneously visualizing R6G vectorial transport. The transport 

experiments were conducted in whole cells that include other efflux proteins. Therefore, to provide 

additional evidence for R6G being a direct substrate of MdfA, the next step for this project was to 

confirm that MdfA binds R6G using a tryptophan quenching assay. Furthermore, this experiment will 

yield important evidence to investigate whether the six amino acid modifications in the Cys-mutant 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C may have deleteriously impacted the binding affinity of the transporter for 

R6G. 

 

3.3. Rhodamine 6G binding assay 

3.3.1. Recombinant expression and purification of MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

To obtain pure MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C to characterise their binding affinity to R6G, 

MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C were overexpressed in an E. coli host harbouring a gene 

knockout for the native MdfA transporter (section 2.2). MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C were 

overexpressed under saturating levels of inducer (0.2% v/v  L-arabinose) to facilitate maximal 

expression under araC/PBAD control (92). Purification was facilitated by immobilised metal affinity 
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chromatography, using Co2+ affinity to selectively chelate the hexa-His-tag at the C-terminus of MdfA 

and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C with low affinity and high specificity, to allow for elution under mild 

imidazole salt conditions (93). Functional MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was successfully 

isolated after growing cells to 3L capacity, harvest and wash to remove excess media, before cell 

lysis using a French Press to disrupt E. coli cells. To extract membrane protein from the membrane, 

samples were treated with mild, non-ionic detergent 1.1% DDM, to avoid denaturation and achieve 

solubilisation of membrane proteins including MdfA (94). Solubilised membrane protein was loaded 

onto Co2+-resin in buffer containing 5 mM imidazole at pH 8.0. The resin was washed using buffer 

containing 5 mM imidazole to remove non-specific proteins, and MdfA protein eluted using 150 mM 

imidazole. MdfA was purified at a final concentration of 0.2 mg per litre of culture. 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was purified to a final yield of 0.6 mg per litre of culture. The three-fold 

difference in protein yield can be attributed to the observed better growth of E. coli cells harbouring 

pUC19/mdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. Isolated MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C in SDS-PAGE gels 

was visualised with Coomassie Brilliant Blue SDS-PAGE (section 2.15) and verified by Western blot 

with a hexa-His-tag specific probe (Figure 12).  

 

 
Figure 12. SDS-PAGE and western blot throughout protein purification. Left: MdfA; Right: 
MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. SDS-PAGE: (1) DDM solubilised membrane fraction; (2) flow-through; 
(3) column wash; (4) void eluate; (5) eluate after 10-minute incubation with 150 mM imidazole. Gel 
was visualised with Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. Western: detection of recombinant protein at 
~31 kDa was facilitated by use of a hexa-His-tag specific probe for direct detection of recombinant 
MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C) engineered with a C-terminal hexa-His-tag (HisProbe-HRP™, 
Thermo Scientific, USA). 
 

Recombinant MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C protein appears overexpressed at a lower apparent 

molecular weight of 31 kDa.  The appearance of MdfA at a lower apparent molecular weight is typical 

for many membrane transport proteins and is likely due to binding of more SDS detergent during 

SDS-PAGE relative to their size than the soluble molecular weight markers, due to their higher 

hydrophobicity, thus giving them a greater net negative charge (95). This is supported by previous 

studies on MdfA that have also visualised wild-type MdfA to appear at a smaller molecular weight 
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of ~34 kDa rather than the predicted theoretical molecular weight of 44 kDa (77,96). Furthermore, 

the observation of higher-ordered bands corresponding to MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

appear at ~60 kDa and ~90 kDa suggests presence of higher-ordered aggregates as verified by 

Western blotting (Figure 12).  

 

3.3.2. Buffer Exchange Trials 

The removal of imidazole prior to functional characterisation of MdfA is important as imidazole has 

been observed to bind to the binding site of multidrug binding proteins (97). Furthermore, due to the 

relatively low yield of protein, two methods buffer-exchange were investigated to determine a method 

that demonstrated the highest protein recovery method for recombinant MdfA and 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C.   

 

Gel-filtration desalting columns offer a rapid method to separate small solutes from larger molecules 

was developed using size-exclusion chromatography (98). To facilitate separation, desalting columns 

are packed with a porous resin, allowing for solute size separation based on differential times to 

traverse the column (99). In these columns, larger molecules traverse columns at a fast rate, whereas 

small molecules elute at a slower rate as they traverse the pathways within porous resin beads that 

larger molecules are excluded from within the column (99). Two main methods of desalting have 

been commercialised, each with different benefits and disadvantages.  

 

Spin-column desalting columns offer the most rapid desalting method without dilution as sample 

applied is subject to a small short-spin using centrifugal force to elute large molecules whilst trapping 

small molecules within the column. However, spin-columns risk trapping protein in the column, 

whilst also risking weak adsorption of protein onto the resin. Alternatively, desalting can be 

performed by gravity-flow, that depends on head-pressure of the buffer to push through applied 

sample down the desalting column. There is less risk of protein adsorption using this method, 

however, gravity-flow desalting is a considerably longer process and results in some dilution of the 

protein sample.  

 

UV spectroscopy at A280 revealed 60% and 85% protein recovery for spin-column and gravity-flow 

methods respectively. Loss of significant protein under the spin-column desalting method is likely 

due to adsorption and entrapment of MdfA onto the desalting column. For gravity-flow, loss of 15% 

may be due to a weak affinity for the resin. SDS-PAGE and subsequent western blot verified the 

presence of MdfA after spin-column and gravity-flow (Figure 13). 
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.  

Figure 13. SDS-PAGE and western blot across two buffer-exchange methods against MdfA. 
Lanes (1) spin-column desalting method; (2) gravity-flow desalting method. All samples were 
quantified at A280 to account for protein loss after buffer exchange before spin-concentration to a final 
concentration of ~1 mg/mL for chemiluminescent detection of MdfA by western blot against hexa-
His-tag probe (HisProbe-HRP™, Thermo Scientific, USA). 
 
3.2.3. Tryptophan quench assay 

A tryptophan quenching assay was conducted to assess the binding affinity of MdfA for R6G. This 

experiment was deemed viable as MdfA contains ten native tryptophan (Trp) residues (Figure 14). 

Due to the highly anisotropic nature of tryptophan, intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of a protein is 

highly sensitive to fluctuations in the local environment (81). As such, the capacity to selectively 

excite tryptophan amongst the fluorescent residues at λ= 295 nm and monitor changes in intrinsic 

tryptophan fluorescence emission λ= 340 nm provides a powerful tool to probe conformational 

changes in protein in response to substrate binding.  

 
Figure 14. The locations of tryptophan residues present in MdfA [PDB:4ZOW] (56). MdfA Trp 
residues are highlighted in dark blue on the ribbon structure of MdfA. Figure built in PyMOL. 
 
The tryptophan quenching assay against 1 μM of MdfA, revealed MdfA Trp fluorescence was readily 

quenched in the presence of low micromolar concentrations of R6G. This result was determined by 
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titration of R6G across low micromolar to high micromolar concentrations and minimal impact of 

fluorescence quench of R6G with free tryptophan at λem =340 nm (Figure 15).  

 
Figure 15. Tryptophan quench assay: MdfA (green), MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (red) and free 
tryptophan (black) by titration of rhodamine 6G at λex=295 nm and λem =340 nm. 
 

To determine the binding affinity of R6G to MdfA, a dissociation constant (KD) of 2.65±	0.69 μM 

was derived using curve fitting software KaleidaGraph (Synergy software) (section 2.16) (Figure 16), 

demonstrating that MdfA exhibits a tight binding affinity in the low micromolar range for R6G. The 

tryptophan quenching assay was also conducted on the Cys-variant mutant MdfA 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C, to determine if the six amino acid modifications on MdfA may have 

impacted on binding activity. Only a minor decrease in binding affinity was observed (KD of 4.25 

±1.97μM) (Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16. MdfA fluorescence corrected for inner filter effects (section 2.16) The proportion of 
quenchable fluorescence signal against corresponding free ligand concentration was fitted (section 
2.16). The line of best fit derived from this data by KaleidaGraph determined a KD value for R6G for 
MdfA (green) = 2.65 ±6.85 μM and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (red) = 4.25 μM ± 1.73 μM. 
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A low micromolar binding affinity for R6G may be expected for a multidrug efflux pump with broad-

range substrate specificity, based on those seem for other multidrug efflux pumps with their 

substrates. A similar affinity for R6G was observed for two MATE efflux pumps that demonstrated 

broad-substrate specificity - NorM of Neisseria gonorrhoeae KD= 3.4 ± 0.2 μM and YdhE of E. coli, 

KD= 3.0 ± 0.2 μM (100).  

 

3.4. Significance 

The purpose of this chapter is to explore R6G as a substrate of MdfA. An initial screen for R6G 

resistance that could indicate this relationship was inconclusive. It was evident that more direct 

methods to determine R6G as a substrate for MdfA was needed. Fluorometric whole-cell assays 

demonstrate that MdfA overexpression led to directed R6G efflux out of E. coli cells. To probe if 

R6G as a substrate directly bound to MdfA and induced conformational change, purification of the 

membrane protein MdfA and a following a tryptophan quenching assay was conducted. MdfA was 

successfully purified in an active form to confirm that R6G bound as a substrate with low affinity. 

Following this positive result, an investigation was conducted to assess whether the Cys-variant 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was a model candidate for single-molecule FRET investigations. 

Fluorometric transport assays, successful purification and the following tryptophan quenching assay 

reveal that Cys-variant was active and demonstrated similar transport and binding capacity as wild-

type MdfA. The positive results from this section conclude that MdfA binds R6G, an extremely 

fluorescent and suitable dye for future single-molecule investigations of transport. Moreover, we 

conclude that MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C a Cys-variant of MdfA is an active mutant of MdfA that 

presents itself as a model candidate for sm-FRET study.  
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Chapter 4. Single-cell imaging of direct R6G efflux by MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

in E. coli  
In Chapter 3, the Cys-variant MdfA was confirmed to directly transport and bind R6G in bulk 

fluorometry techniques. As a step-forward to observe R6G mediated efflux while simultaneously 

looking at conformational changes in the Cys-variant MdfA by single-molecule FRET, the direct 

observation of real-time R6G efflux mediated by Cys-variant MdfA at the single-cell level using 

single-molecule fluorescence microscopy was important. However, a single-cell fluorescence 

transport assay to directly observe fluorescence transport in live bacteria cells has not been developed. 

In this chapter, a novel single-cell transport assay, based on traditional whole-cell fluorometric 

transport assays, is developed for analysis of real-time fluorescence transport using wide-field single-

molecule fluorescence microscopy.  

 

4.1. Design of a microfluidic device for real-time imaging of R6G transport 

To adapt the whole-cell fluorimetric transport assay for live cell imaging, a PDMS microfluidic flow 

cell was designed to enable flow to introduce and treat cell samples during live, time-lapse imaging 

of the transport assay. Firstly, to retain individual fluorescent E. coli cells within microfluidic flow 

channels for live imaging of transport, glass coverslips were treated with a strongly alkaline agent (5 

M KOH). This treatment will allow for the activation of glass to promote a silanisation reaction with 

ATPES, an organofunctional alkoxysilane that provides a positive charge to facilitate strong bonding 

with bacterial LPS to promote adhesion and retention of bacterial cells within the microfluidic flow 

channels (101). 

 

To generate a microfluidic flow cell, a PDMS elastomer was specifically chosen due to its 

biocompatibility, transparency, low auto-fluorescence and capability to permanently bond with 

APTES-derivatised glass coverslip (102,103). PDMS flow cells were custom-built at the Australian 

National Fabrication Facility (South Australian Node) to provide three flow channels to allow for 

three individual replicates to be performed per transport assay to be conducted. To facilitate entry of 

sample and manipulate introduction of sodium formate during live-cell imaging, sample inlet and 

outlet points were introduced simply by manually punching out small 3 mm wide sections of PDMS 

with a tissue cutter. The PDMS flow cell was activated by oxygen plasma treatment and immediately 

bonded to APTES coverslips to generate a sealed microfluidic device for sample introduction. The 

microfluidic device designed for single-cell transport assays is illustrated in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Schematic illustration of a designed microfluidic flow cell for a single-cell efflux 
assay. Illustration demonstrates the transparent nature of the PDMS flow cell to allow for direct 
imaging of intracellular R6G fluorescence within individual E. coli cells. Cross-section of one flow 
channel at ~30 mm x 0.1 mm x 0.5 mm (l x h x w) is represented. Manual sample inlets and outlets at 
~20 μL volume capacity to facilitate sample introduction and aspiration to regulate sample flow. 
Individual E. coli cells are expected to adhere to APTES-derivatised coverslip, whilst introduction of 
assay buffer with exogenous energy at the sample inlet will induce laminar flow to distribute energy 
across individual single-cell E. coli. Direct observation of energy-dependent R6G transport can be 
visualised upon selective excitation of R6G and detection of R6G emission using time-lapse wide-
field epifluorescence microscopy. 
 

4.2. Culture preparation 

Wide-field epifluorescence microscopy depends on the illumination of the whole-sample for time-

lapse imaging of single cells. Therefore, it is important to reduce sources of background fluorescence. 

For this reason, E. coli DH5α cells were cultivated in EZ rich media, a transparent defined medium 

with low autofluorescence (104). To assess R6G mediated transport by Cys-variant overexpressing 

cells. E. coli DH5α cells overexpressing Cys-variant MdfA under 0.2% v/v L-arabinose was 

compared against a control that was repressed in the presence of 0.2% v/v D-glucose. R6G-loaded 

cells were prepared as described in section 2.10.  

 

4.3. Time-lapse imaging of R6G transport by wide-field epifluorescence microscopy  

Real-time imaging of live efflux of R6G was successfully conducted using a wide-field fluorescence 

microscope. To image and monitor changes in intracellular levels of R6G within individual E. coli 

cells, R6G loaded cells were introduced into the microfluidic device and incubated for one minute to 

promote cell adhesion to the APTES-modified glass slide. To image real-time changes in intracellular 

fluorescence of R6G, cells were imaged on a custom-built wide-field fluorescence microscope, 

whereby individual E. coli cells pre-loaded with R6G were excited at 514 nm at low power (20 W. 

cm-2). To detect R6G emission, emission was collected between 525-555 nm, with no EM gain 

required.  

 

Sample inletSample outlet

PDMS flow cell

APTES derivatised
coverslip

Laminar flow Assay buffer

R6G-loaded E. coli 

Flow channel
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Initial single-cell imaging experiments against R6G revealed a substantial population of E. coli cells 

to be weakly bound to the APTES coverslip. To remove excess non-adhered cells, a wash step was 

introduced to remove non-adherent cells by gently aspirating excess liquid within the flow channel 

and introduction of assay buffer. As the assay buffer is at neutral pH (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.0), this 

step was used as a control to observe whether E. coli cells demonstrated background transport of 

R6G. Time-lapse image acquisition of control washes against assay buffer were acquired for 1 minute 

every 100 ms. These experiments revealed no decrease in intracellular fluorescence intensity for both 

non-induced and induced E. coli cells (Figure 18).  To initiate the transport assay, assay buffer was 

supplemented with 0.5M sodium formate and introduced into the flow cell at one end to introduce 

flow. Time-lapse imaging revealed R6G efflux for both non-induced and induced single-cell 

populations as a measure of decreased intracellular fluorescence intensity over-time as R6G is 

removed from the flow channel (Figure 18).   

 

 
Figure 18. Time-lapse imaging of single-cell E. coli DH5α cells loaded with 1 μM R6G: (A) 
control in the absence of exogenous energy (B) control, treated with 0.5 M sodium formate; (C) 
MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpressing cells in the absence of exogenous energy; (D) 
MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpressing cells, treated with 0.5 M sodium formate. Time-lapse 
represented every 10 seconds. R6G excited at 514 nm, emission detected at 525-555 nm. 
 

Image analysis revealed the presence of elongated cells in Cys-variant MdfA overexpressing cells 

but not in control cells. Elongation of bacterial cells is commonly seen under various types of stress 

(105–108), and is suggestive that overexpression of Cys-variant MdfA is deleterious for E. coli. The 

elongated cells significantly reduced cell number sampling size between the cell types. Sample size 
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for controls were n=25 and 38, respectively for control and sodium formate washes, whereas for 

larger cells adhered to the APTES did not provide room for multiple large cells, furthermore, length 

was determined to be arbitrarily elongated, reducing sample size to n=6 and n=8, respectively. The 

presence of elongated and dead E. coli cells further reduced cell sample size compared to control.  

Dead cells were identified as cells that did not export any R6G throughout the 60 seconds of imaging 

analysis. These cells were distinctly inactive in capacity to transport R6G out of the cell compared to 

controls. This data suggests toxic overexpression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C under the araC/PBAD 

promotor and therefore expression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C under the araC/PBAD control requires 

further optimisation. Image analysis also revealed the distinct presence of punctate fluorescent foci 

can be observed after 60 seconds of analysis in both control and induced samples. The precise 

mechanism that drives the formation of punctate foci with R6G in this context is unknown. However, 

R6G is a highly lipophilic and cationic dye and has been developed as a specific stain for 

phospholipids (109). Moreover, R6G has been characterised as a potent inhibitor of mitochondrial 

oxidative phosphorylation (110). Together, with the direct observation of membrane localised R6G 

foci close to the membrane may suggest a tight interaction of R6G with either lipids and/or biological 

machinery in the plasma membrane.  

 

To determine the overall efflux of R6G, mean fluorescence intensity was analysed across all selected 

cells (excluding dead or vertical E. coli cells). Mean fluorescence intensity for each cell was analysed 

over 600 frames (60 seconds) to measure loss of intracellular fluorescence of R6G as a function of 

transport. To remove background fluctuations in fluorescence from the final data, mean fluorescence 

intensity of background was subtracted from all 600 frames. Fluorescence traces represent the 

normalised average over at least two replicates, where error bars represent the standard error of the 

mean where n = number of cells selected (Figure 19).  
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Figure 19.  Mean intracellular fluorescence intensity vs time trajectory in single-cell transport 
assay against R6G. Control (non-induced) in the absence of exogeneous energy, n=25 (black); 
control in the presence of exogenous energy, n= 38 (red). MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpressing 
cells (induced) in the absence of exogeneous energy, n = 6 (blue); MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 
overexpressing cells (induced) in the presence of exogeneous energy, n= 8 (green). Error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean, where n= no. of cells selected. 
 
 

Mean fluorescence trajectories demonstrate observable retention of intracellular R6G in de-energised 

control and induced cells.  Overall R6G efflux was initiated in the presence of 0.5M sodium formate 

for both control and induced cells but with different initial rates of transport. Rapid efflux was 

observed for induced cells (<5 seconds), indicating Cys-variant MdfA overexpression demonstrated 

greatly improved transport of R6G compared to control. In the non-induced control cells, R6G efflux 

occurred over 50 seconds possibly due to basal expression levels of a repertoire of native MDR efflux 

pumps in E. coli DH5α and potentially some leaky expression of MdfA. Together, both the control 

and induced cells demonstrate total R6G efflux at ~30% R6G retention. This fluorescence retained 

can be expected if the foci observed between control and induced cells is due to irreversible or very 

tight R6G binding.  

 

The single-cell efflux assay was successful in providing direct visual evidence that Cys-variant MdfA 

is active and can directly mediated R6G-efflux at the single-cell level. The positive result coming 

from this experiment confirms Cys-variant MdfA as a model candidate for real-time imaging of sm-

FRET transport of R6G. Moreover, this experiment was particularly significant as the first study 

conducted to directly observe real-time transport of a fluorescence substrate by a multidrug efflux 

pump at the single-cell level. Therefore, the success of this experiment provides scope as a novel 
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transport assay to characterise multidrug efflux in individual bacterial cells using real-time wide-field 

epifluorescence microscopy. 

 

4.4. Optimising the expression of a Cys-variant MdfA for single-cell transport analysis  

The demonstrated success of the single-cell efflux assay provides significant scope for the 

characterisation of multidrug efflux transport at the single-cell level. The only problem incurred by 

the single-cell efflux assay was the severe impact on sample size number due to the presence of dead 

and elongated cells under induction with 0.2% v/v L-arabinose. The advantage of araC/PBAD 

expression vector for membrane protein overexpression is the tight regulation of the gene construct, 

and furthermore, the tunability of protein overexpression ~1,200-fold (92). Toxic protein 

overexpression represents a major bottleneck in the functional characterisation of membrane proteins 

(111). Therefore, to improve on the developed single-cell efflux assay as a viable technique to 

characterise fluorescent substrate transport by multidrug efflux pumps, part of this thesis was 

dedicated to investigating various L-arabinose induction conditions to determine if cell viability, size 

and transport activity could be improved with lowered L-arabinose concentrations. These assays were 

conducted to optimise Cys-variant MdfA, MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C expression under araC/PBAD 

control in E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan cells, due to the presence of a native MdfA knockout to reduce 

potential background efflux mediated by endogenously expressed chromosomal MdfA.  

 

4.4.1. Investigation of inducer concentration on cell viability  

To investigate cellular viability in E. coli DH5α cells expressing the Cys-variant MdfA after protein 

induction and the potential for araC/PBAD tunability to improve cell viability for single-cell efflux 

assays, growth curves were conducted to monitor cellular growth at OD600. Each growth curve was 

monitored for five hours after protein induction across ten-fold increasing inducer concentrations for 

comparison against a no-plasmid host control. Growth was observed to cease and the culture enter an 

immediate early stationary phase at the two highest inducer concentrations (0.2% and 0.02% v/v L-

arabinose), whilst induction at an intermediate concentration (0.002% v/v L-arabinose) hampered 

normal cellular growth, but growth continued. The lowest concentration (0.0002% v/v L-arabinose) 

demonstrated negligible change to a parental host control (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. Influence of protein overexpression on cellular growth at OD600. E. coli 
UTL2mdfA::kan host (black); MdfA (green); MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (red). (A) pre-induction 
control; (B) induction with 0.0002% v/v L-arabinose; (C) induction with 0.002% v/v L-arabinose; 
(D) induction with 0.02% v/v L-arabinose; (E) induction with 0.2% v/v L-arabinose. Growth curves 
are representative of three independent growth curve experiments. Error bars represent standard error 
of the mean (n=3).  
 

4.4.2. Scanning electron microscopy of induced cells 

E. coli cell morphology during overexpression of Cys-variant MdfA was evaluated by scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), to further investigate the unusually long E. coli cells formed after 

overexpressing this protein (section 2.12). Expression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C under the 

araC/PBAD system was allowed to continue for one hour after L-arabinose induction. As expected, 

SEM revealed MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C-overexpressing cells are substantially elongated in the 

presence of highest inducer concentration (0.2% v/v L-arabinose) compared to lower inducer 

concentrations (0.0002% and 0.002% v/v L-arabinose) (Figure 21). L-arabinose at 0.02% v/v L-

arabinose was not investigated due to similar cell viability profile to 0.2% v/v L-arabinose and limited 

sample capacity for gold-sputter coating (n=6) at the time of SEM analysis.  
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Figure 21. Scanning electron microscopy of E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan parental strain and strain 
overexpressing MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C at varying concentrations of L-arabinose inducer. (A) 
parental control, no inducer; (B) parental control, 0.2% v/v L-arabinose; (C) 
MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C, no inducer; (D) MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpression at 0.0002% v/v 
L-arabinose; (E) MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpression at 0.002% v/v L-arabinose; (F) 
MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpression at 0.2% v/v L-arabinose.  
 

E. coli UTL2mdfA::kan host and the MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C pre-induction control revealed an 

average mean length of 2.5 μm, normal for E. coli cells entering early stationary phase (2 μm) (Figure 

22)(107). Average cell length of induced cells remained consistently across all conditions except for 

0.2% v/v L-arabinose, which demonstrated a statistically significant 1.5-fold increase in average 

length to 3.8 μm compared to control cells at 2.5 μm (p < 0.05) (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22. Measured E. coli cell lengths determined after 1-hour induction in L-arabinose. 
Parental control, n= 8 (grey); Cys-variant MdfA pre-induction control, n= 13 (blue); Induced Cys-
variant MdfA – 0.0002% v/v L-arabinose, n= 13 (green); 0.002% v/v L-arabinose, n= 8 (yellow); 
0.2% v/v L-arabinose, n = 17 (red). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean, whereby n= 
number of cells measured. Induction at 0.2% v/v L-arabinose indicate a statistically significant 
difference in average cell length in comparison to the parental control (p <0.05), L-arabinose 
induction conditions <0.2%, yielded insignificant change in average cell length to parental control (p 
> 0.05) 
 
 
SEM image analysis and measurement of a population of cells revealed that tuning arabinose-

mediated induction to concentrations of <0.2% v/v L-arabinose was successful in reducing cellular 

length to an average of ~2.5 μm. It is clear from image analysis and average measurement of cellular 

length of E. coli at 0.2% v/v L-arabinose (Figure 21F, Figure 22) led to a population predominantly 

composed of elongated cells with an abnormally high average cellular length across cells that was 

statistically significant compared to the parental control (p < 0.05). MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

induction at lower L-arabinose conditions, 0.002% and 0.0002% did not reveal any significant 

deviation from the average cell length compared to the parental control (p > 0.05).  

 

The SEM morphology data, combined with cell viability data from growth curve analysis (Figure 

21F), reveal there is an unacceptable level of cellular elongation and a compromised cell viability at 

0.2% v/v L-arabinose which has led to reduced sample size in the single-cell efflux assay. Therefore, 

0.0002% or 0.002% v/v L-arabinose may provide a successful induction condition that improves cell 

viability and morphology to an appropriate level to improve sample size in a single-cell efflux assay.  
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4.4.3. Maximising the transport capacity of MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C   

To correlate whether inducer concentration also demonstrated an impact on transporter activity in 

whole-cells, the tunability of araC/PARA or araC/PBAD promotor was assayed against whole-cell 

fluorescence transport assays against ethidium bromide, a well-characterised substrate of MdfA 

(112). The initial rate of ethidium bromide transport was assessed between wild-type MdfA and Cys-

variant MdfA to account for a putative activity difference in EtBr transport and determine whether 

tunability of L-arabinose concentration could salvage transport activity across lowered L-arabinose 

overexpression conditions. Total transport of EtBr was hampered significantly at lowest (0.0002% 

v/v L-arabinose) and at highest inducer concentration (0.2% v/v L-arabinose), whereas transport 

assay showed a clear optimum at 0.002% v/v L-arabinose between wild-type and Cys-variant MdfA. 

Background transport in the pre-induction controls across both MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

transport assays could represent endogenous, constitutively expressed MDR efflux pumps with 

specificity of ethidium bromide (88) (Figure 23).  

 
Figure 23. Ethidium bromide transport mediated by MdfA (left) and Cys-variant MdfA (right). 
Transport is shown for cultures induced with 0.2% (blue); 0.02% (red) 0.002% (green) and control 
(black). Transport is representative of three independent experiments; error bars represent standard 
error of the mean (n=3). Transport was initiated with the addition of sodium formate at ~1 minute, as 
indicated by a black arrow. 
 

It is clear in this whole-cell fluorometric transport assay, that there is an optimum transport condition 

at 0.002% v/v L-arabinose across wild-type MdfA (53%) and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (38%). The 

differential transport between MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was also observed in the previous 

R6G transport assay (section 3.2). Together, both fluorimetric assays reveal that the difference in 

transport between MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C is not considerable, it may indicate that there 
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is a reduction in the transport activity of the Cys-variant of MdfA. Transport activity between pre-

induced and cells tested at 0.0002% v/v L-arabinose were negligible (data not shown). This is 

expected if there is insufficient quantity of MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C being overexpressed 

at this condition. Highest inducer concentration tested at 0.2% v/v L-arabinose demonstrated a 

consistent 10% decrease in maximal transport rate across MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

overexpressing cells. This possibly due to improperly folded protein as part of the cellular stress 

response (107). However, the lowered fluorescence change in the whole-cell transport assay can be 

attributed to the prevalence of elongated cells observed in the single-cell and SEM analysis that may 

impact on OD600 assessment of cell density. Furthermore, the presence of more DNA in each cell for 

which ethidium binds to may result in lowered fluorescence change detected using 

spectrofluorimetry.  

 

4.5. Significance  

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the development of a novel single-cell fluorescence transport 

assay based on a traditional whole-cell fluorometric transport assay workflow to allow for direct 

visualisation of R6G transport mediated by MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C in individual E. coli cells. The 

success of this novel assay confirmed that MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C is a model Cys-variant of MdfA 

to move forward for further investigation at the single-molecule level. This single-cell efflux assay 

provides scope as a new method to characterise multidrug efflux transport at the single-cell level 

using wide-field fluorescence microscopy. However, the only limitation observed in this assay was a 

reduced sample size number due to the toxic overexpression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C at 0.2% v/v 

L-arabinose. This condition demonstrated a significant impact on E. coli viability, physiology and 

transport activity against ethidium bromide in this section. The toxicity of the overexpression of 

MdfA and MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C was influenced by the concentration of L-arabinose, whereby 

tuning overall protein expression at an intermediate concentration of 0.002% v/v L-arabinose was 

deemed optimal for single-cell analysis of fluorescence transport by significant improvement in 

average cell length and cell viability which led to an observable improvement in ethidium bromide 

transport in a fluorometric transport assay. Ideally, it would be important to assess the level of protein 

expression across all sample types to identify total protein overexpressed across each condition to 

assess toxicity with level of total membrane protein expressed. Most importantly, this single-cell 

efflux assays should be repeated at 0.002% v/v L-arabinose to confirm the suitability of this induction 

condition to improve on sample size for single-cell analysis. Unfortunately, this was not able to be 

undertaken as part of this thesis, as at the time of this research, I was unable to access the specific 

equipment at our collaborators institution. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and future directions 

5.1. Confirming Rhodamine 6G as a substrate for MdfA 

MdfA is a H+/multidrug antiporter of the MFS that has become a model for investigating secondary 

active transporters (113). In this study, MdfA was confirmed to transport R6G by the application of 

a fluorometric whole-cell transport assay, and was further confirmed to bind to R6G with low affinity 

in a tryptophan quench assay. Together, these two results to provide strong evidence for R6G as a 

substrate of MdfA. R6G is a highly fluorescent substrate well-suited for single-molecule fluorescence 

measurements (81). The extensive biochemical and structural evidence for the rocker-switch 

alternating access mechanism in MdfA coupled with the evidence for transport of R6G confirms the 

suitability of MdfA as a model multidrug efflux pump for investigations of secondary active transport 

using single-molecule FRET (56,78). The investigation of the single-molecule kinetics that drive the 

alternating access mechanism of MdfA during R6G transport will provide significant insight into the 

transient kinetics that drive the rocker-switch mechanism of MFS transporters (54). Furthermore, sm-

FRET analysis of the alternating access mechanism of MdfA using R6G as a substrate for direct 

observation of transport may provide the first, direct evidence for a complete cycle of the alternating 

access mechanism of a secondary active transporter and the association of this cycle to the 

translocation of a fluorescent substrate.  

 

5.2. Probing the activity of Cys-variant MdfA for sm-FRET 

The first step towards single-molecule FRET is the site-specific labelling of a protein to accommodate 

the positioning of a donor and acceptor fluorophore. MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C is a Cys-less version 

of MdfA that harbours two independent cysteine residues at the apex of the N-terminal (V44C) and 

C-terminal (V307C) of MdfA. This mutant is ideal for the site-specific labelling by the conjugation 

reaction between a solvent accessible cysteine group and a maleimide-derivative dye at the apex of 

the two domains proposed to undergo the rocker-switch mechanism of alternating access (114). This  

mutant exhibits six amino acid modifications, therefore this study aimed to investigate the activity of 

the MdfA mutant to bind and transport R6G to assess for loss of activity against R6G. Whole-cell 

fluorometric transport assays against R6G demonstrated negligible difference between wild-type and 

mutant transport of R6G at 0.003%, whilst a tryptophan quenching assay revealed a 1.6-fold loss in 

binding affinity to R6G. Low-level loss of MdfA activity in this mutant compared to the wild-type 

was seen throughout this thesis. The Cys-less background of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C harbours a 

C96A mutation, which has been recently proposed to participate in a well-conserved motif-B 

hydrogen-bond network across MFS transporters (56). As C96 is proposed to participate in a 

hydrogen-bond network of motif-B, it will be worthwhile investigating a C96S mutation to restore 
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the hydrogen-bond network of motif-B, whilst maintaining a Cys-less background for site-specific 

FRET labelling for sm-FRET studies.  

 

5.3. Development of a single-cell fluorescence transport assay for multidrug efflux pumps  

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C is capable of direct binding and transport of R6G. As a step-forward to 

single-molecule FRET of the MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C mediated efflux of R6G, a single-cell 

transport assay was investigated to directly observe real-time R6G efflux in live E. coli cells using 

wide-field single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. The direct observation of rapid R6G efflux in 

E. coli provided strong evidence of R6G mediated transport by MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C against 

background efflux observed in the control. Therefore, there is scope for the use of 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C as a model of MdfA for single-molecule FRET.  

 

Furthermore, the design of this experiment demonstrated the capacity to adapt a traditional whole-

cell fluorometric assay for single-cell analysis, which reveals novel features of the physiology of a 

cell that may impact on assessment of fluorescence transport mediated by a multidrug efflux pump. 

In this case, dead cells could be selectively removed from a total population of cells for measurement 

of mean fluorescence transport. This feature cannot be facilitated in a whole-cell fluorometric 

transport assay that measures a whole population of cells within a sample. However, the sampling 

size of the single-cell assay was easily influenced by the elongation and presence of dead cells due to 

the toxic overexpression of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C at 0.2% v/v L-arabinose. In further experiments 

stemming from the single-cell assay, we could correlate high inducer concentration with impaired 

cell viability and morphology to reduced efflux capacity in a whole-cell fluorometric transport assay 

against ethidium bromide. To improve on the single-cell efflux assay, a range of L-arabinose 

induction conditions were investigated to assess whether cell viability, cell length and transport 

activity could be improved at lowered L-arabinose inducer concentrations. In this study, tuning 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C overexpression to an intermediate concentration of 0.002% v/v L-

arabinose was sufficient to promote a significantly improved transport activity in cells overexpressing 

the toxic membrane protein, whilst also demonstrating significant improvement to cell viability and 

average cell length suitable for single-cell analyses. Therefore, the success of the single-cell transport 

assay to directly observe MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C mediated R6G efflux and capacity to overcome 

the sampling size problem by tuning expression under an arabinose inducible promotor demonstrates 

that the single-cell fluorescence transport assay is a novel technique that may be suitable for the 

characterisation of multidrug efflux transport at the single-cell level. 
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5.4. Future Directions 

The work described in this thesis provides multiple lines of evidence that MdfA can directly bind and 

transport R6G. Furthermore, this work also demonstrates that a Cys-variant MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C 

is active and represents a model Cys-variant of MdfA for sm-FRET analysis. Thus, the studies 

conducted in this thesis provide significant scope to move forward in the design of a sm-FRET 

experiment using MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C for single-molecule FRET analysis. The next step 

following these studies involves site specific FRET-pair labelling and ensemble FRET analysis to 

measure population FRET signals prior to single-molecule FRET analysis in parallel with R6G 

transport. 

 

The Bibi laboratory group have data suggesting that amino acid positions 44 and 307 on MdfA to 

move relative to one another from the inward-facing conformation (27Å) to outward-facing 

conformation (40Å) (unpublished). To probe sensitive changes in distance of MdfA as the protein 

undergoes the alternating access mechanism, it is crucial to select a FRET pair that works close to 

the Förster working distance (R0) of the cysteines in MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (R0 approximately at 

3.35 nm). Ideally the donor and acceptor of a FRET pair also need to demonstrate similar quantum 

yield (>0.1), extinction coefficients and sufficient spectral separation to differentiate FRET signals 

from donor and acceptor within the FRET pair (66). To move forward with sm-FRET analysis, four 

prospective FRET pairs have been identified as suitable for labelling of the cysteine residues in 

MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. FRET pairs suitable for labelling MdfA at amino acid positions 44 and 307 

Donor Acceptor Forster Radius (nm) Reference 

Alexa488 Cy3 3.8 (115) 

Cy2 Cy5 3.8 (115) 

ATTO425 ATTO725 3.5 ATTO-TEC 

(supplier) 

ATTO490 ATTO725 3.7 ATTO-TEC 

(supplier) 

 

Ensemble FRET analysis of detergent solubilised MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C labelled with a select 

FRET pair will be conducted to assess the labelling stoichiometry of a FRET pair donor/acceptor 

ratio and optimisation of experimental conditions that can be conducted at the ensemble level, e.g. 

examining FRET in the presence and absence of a saturating concentration of a substrate. Following 

initial results achieved in ensemble FRET against a non-fluorescent substrate, single-molecule FRET 
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of proteoliposome reconstituted MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C, pre-loaded with R6G can be assessed 

against a substrate using total internal fluorescence microscopy to directly observe vectorial transport 

of a fluorescent substrate in parallel to direct measurement of real-time domain movement as a 

function of FRET to provide the first visual evidence of the alternating access mechanism of a 

transport protein.  

 

A part of this thesis was also dedicated to the design of a novel single-cell live efflux assay to directly 

observe R6G efflux mediated by MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C. The success of the single-cell efflux 

assay provided important evidence that MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C can transport R6G. There is ample 

scope to develop this technique by assessing well-characterised multidrug efflux members across 

clinically significant ABC, MFS, RND, MATE, SMR and PACE family members and using a range 

of fluorescent antimicrobials and toxic dyes. The single cell transport assay has the advantage of 

observing transport rates in single cells rather than a population average, and may be applied to 

examine substrates that are not differentially fluorescent inside and outside cells and are thus not 

well-suited for characterisation by whole-cell fluorometric transport assays.  

 

5.5. Conclusion 

Multidrug efflux pumps are a major class of multidrug resistance determinants in bacterial pathogens. 

Bacterial efflux pumps from six different transporter families are proposed to operate via alternating 

access transport mechanisms to export broad sets of clinically important antimicrobials. Transport 

under the alternating access mechanism is inherently dynamic. Single-molecule FRET offers an ideal 

platform to investigate real-time transient kinetics of this transport mechanism.  However, the 

question of whether the alternating access mechanism of transport can be directly observed, and 

temporally-linked to substrate translocation has not been addressed in single-molecule FRET studies.  

To achieve this, the transporter of interest in a single-molecule FRET experiment must be able to 

export a fluorescent substrate that can be detected using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy. 

This thesis has contributed to this direction of study by confirming that MdfA, a model multidrug 

efflux pump of the MFS can directly bind and transport the highly fluorescent compound rhodamine 

6G. Furthermore, this work has also confirmed the activity of MdfA_CL_V44C/V307C as a model 

Cys-variant of MdfA is viable for single-molecule FRET investigations. Additionally, a novel 

fluorescence transport assay has been developed and is being optimised, which provides scope for 

the characterisation of fluorescence transport of multidrug efflux pumps at the single-cell level for 

the first time. 
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